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Chicago Earthquake,
Russian Invasion,
God's Impending Judgment of America, Booklet.
With Extra Copies of the Russian Invasion Map,
originally called the "Hand Map."
The entire basic content, in written form,
of what was called, the
"A Call to Arms"
Tapes.
"That my children should prepare their hearts for these things and believe on me, for I
am able to supply all your needs in every adversity. That you walk in faith and not fear.
That you stand upon my promises and see them. That you abide in my love and know
that I am the Lord thy God."
Chicago Earthquake Russian Invasion A Call to Arms .pdf Copy of this web
page, as it was on July 7, 2006. About 9 MB megabytes. Right click on and
save.
RussInvChiQuake.ZIP Compressed file contains this web site. Creates own
folder as you decompress it. Look for Start HERE file, first, in folder after opening.
5.33 Megs.
Links Important to this Page- to include more Printable PDF versions
Also my comments.
There are many large plates on this page that take time to load. Most are
http://www.survivalprimer.com/2005CallToArms/Vision_A_Call_to_Arms_2005.htm
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further down, and will load as you read this.

17. Chuck Youngbrandt
1. 17.1 1973, Open Vision Lasting Almost A Week, Accidental Bombing Of Four
American Cities & The Chicago Earthquake & The Invasion Of The United States
— In 1973 the Lord gave me a vision of a massive earthquake striking the Midwest
U.S.A. centering in Chicago, Illinois on some day in July in the future. This destructive
earthquake led directly to an all out nuclear attack on the U.S. by Russia, China with
Japan and the start of World War III. In that vision I saw a huge jet airliner on a glide
path to land at O’Hare Airport north of Chicago [after the quake] when Lake Michigan
roared out of its lake bed and swept over the city in what was a wall of water 100 feet+
high. The huge jet airliner turned on its jets full blast and black smoke poured out of its
engines as the pilot frantically worked to pull up and away from the wall of water that
was destroying Chicago.
I was puzzled at the time [July 2, 1973] because the aircraft I saw was a massive two
stories high, unlike anything I’d ever seen. [In 1973 the Jumbo Jet had not yet arrived, it
was being designed].
While the Jumbo Jet [747-400] with its two story bubble in the front of the aircraft
looks “like” what I saw in 1973, this new airliner, the A3XX, shown in the June 24,
2000 news clip [The Dallas Morning News, Saturday, June 24th 2000, 2F, Airbus
gives green light to super jumbo jetliner] “is” 2 stories high and looks more like
what I saw in the 1973 vision.
I make these observations, as they surface, only to keep track of developments that tell
us we are entering “that time period” when such aircraft will exist. According to this
news article the APEX super jumbo jets will be ready for delivery to airlines by
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the year 2005.
From: The Staff and Sword Ministry, 917 West Jackson Avenue, Spokane,
Washington 99205-3338 newsletter, dated October 18, 2000, page 25.
17.2 July 2, 1973, Open Vision, Chicago Earthquake — [Chuck has a whole book on
these subjects below, however, I will try to grab a very interesting sentence and
paragraph here and there, but understand there is much more in his book.]
I was witnessing the destruction of Chicago by a monstrous earthquake, followed by a
huge, destructive wall of water… [page 43]
I was driving from Des Plaines to Villa Park, Illinois. As I drove toward the Tri-State Toll
way, I clearly saw the aftermath of the quake-homes destroyed or heavily damaged,
roads broken up, underpasses collapsed, trees uprooted and lying everywhere. On the
Tri-State moving south toward the O’Hare Airport exit and nearing the Oasis underpass,
I again felt the prelude getting my attention. The earth rumbled and roared as before,
and I watched from about 300 feet away as a huge section of underground granite or
similar material just jutted through the Tri-State road and plowed through the Oasis. Its
upward movement stopped bout 20-30 feet above the roof of the Oasis; all told, the wall
of stone appeared to be about four or five stories high. The massive ridge of stone that
jutted in the air appeared to be sliding east-west in movement, moving back and forth. I
seemed to know that south of that ridge of stone the ground had dropped much lower
than the ground on the north side of the ridge and facture. I seemed to know then and
now that this was the fault line.
When the wall of stone rose through the Tri-State and through the Oasis, it happened
so fast and caught me so much by surprise that I jammed on my brakes to avoid hitting
that wall of stone before I realized that it was only a vision not the real thing. Past the
O’Hare Oasis going south on the Tri-State there is an air bridge. I clearly saw this
completely destroyed after the earthquake. In every direction I could see raging fires,
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pillars of black smoke, wrecked houses and factories. The destruction was so great that
it defies description. I came upon a building, 15 stories high standing on the east side of
the Tri-State, called the O’Hare-port Hotel of North Lake. I saw the wall of water move
over the city, and when it hit that 15-story building, the water was just above the roof of
that hotel.
In that vision of a future day, I also saw a jet airliner coming in for a landing at O’Hare
airport just at the time this wall of water made its appearance. The pilot also noticed it
and from the black smoke I saw coming out of the jet exhausts, I knew he was
accelerating to get up and out. I wondered where the aircraft could land. I thought of
Milwaukee, but then I saw that this city, too, was flooded and being destroyed. I thought
of St. Louis and saw it also broadly flooded and drowned out of existence. It was then
that I began to realize some of the real scope of this future destruction, and only later
realized that there has been no parallel in history for what is apparently coming upon
us.
I noticed that the wall of water was deepest through the heart of Chicago and that
further south the depth tapered off, and further north also it was not nearly as deep.
I noticed the overpasses and underpasses will collapse, and be buried and blocked;
that roads will be buckled and broken in so many places that all traffic will be at a
standstill. Escape after the quake, if one survives it, will prove to be almost impossible.
[pages 44-45]
I suddenly saw the Loop area in a vision. By the way the shadows fell, it seemed to be
twelve noon. I could see traffic moving through the downtown area; however, my
attention was focused on the base of a huge building. Again came the prelude and the
earthquake. Autos were literally flung off the streets into buildings by the violent
movements of the earth. A horrible chorus of creaking, scraping, and grating sounds
filled the air, not unlike masts of great sailing ships in a storm, as the skyscrapers
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swayed to and fro. The giant building began to shear off from its base about 20 feet
from the sidewalk but surprised me by not falling. Brick, stone, glass, debris of every
sort fell into the streets below like hail driven by a storm wind.
As the quake ended, I heard many voices speaking of their ‘great luck to be alive.’ Many
awaited rescuer parties, but none were giving thanks to God.
Suddenly my view shifted to the lake front. After the earthquake ended, the waters of
Lake Michigan swiftly calmed down; lying still in a strange and ghostly silence. The calm
water then seemed to tremble or bead-up, and as I watched, the level of the water
began to drop quickly. There was a ‘whooshing’ sound as the water literally
disappeared in a northeasterly direction, leaving only some large puddles, here and
there.
A period of time then passed in that same day; but how much time I do not know. From
a vantage point at street level in the Loop, I suddenly heard a terrible roaring sound.
The sunlight was totally blotted out and everything was engulfed in a suffocating
darkness. Later I was to see an aerial view of Chicago’s downtown area, when the
returning wall of water from Lake Michigan would crash into the Loop with unbelievable
force, surrounding the greater skyscrapers still standing. They would withstand the
waters for a moment; then they would slowly twist around to fall and vanish forever in
the churning waters. I clearly received an impression that the buildings north of the
Loop, [at least past the fault line] would survive somehow.
The wall of water was not a wave, not a tidal force, nor a crest-it was the whole of Lake
Michigan-moving in a massive body westward with irresistible, terrifying unbelievable,
force. Everything in its path would be pulverized — totally obliterated. Although the
water was over 15 stories high [using the Eisenhower Expressway as a central
measuring point], the depth of the water dropped sharply once one traveled — 12 miles
to the south or north — however, the shallowest I was shown was still about 20 feet of
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water.
Since 1973, we have realized that the earthquake will cause a geographic depression in
the land, turning much of the city into a cause-way for this flood of water; while in places
north of the fault line, some land areas will be elevated above the water. The Lord
showed me that Calumet City, Illinois; Hammond, Indiana; East Chicago, Indiana and
other places on the southern tip of Lake Michigan will be under as much as 60 feet of
water. At Lake Michigan’s southern tip, I saw a vast plain of water, with no buildings
showing above the water’s surface. But on July 5, 1973 in Des Plaines, I saw the water
up over the speed limit sign on Ballard Road, and the water there appeared to be at
least five feet deep, or deeper. The Tri-State bridge on Ballard Road had collapsed, and
I saw cars piled up on either side, with water running through the broken concrete-like
rapids as the water surged west. Here, the Tri-State mound or road was higher than the
water.
July 4, 1973 — I was driving east on the Eisenhower Expressway. Again I saw the
aftermath of the earthquake. Autos were piled up bumper to bumper, exit ramps were
either broken up or blocked, bridges were down everywhere. It was a warm day and a
number of drivers were blowing their horns [which didn’t much help the chaotic
situation], when suddenly the wall of water appeared in the east. Some people just
froze, most ran to the right or left trying to hid or escape. One man got out of his car and
knelt down to pray. He was the only smart one, for he would meet his Maker on his
knees. The water engulfed them all. Houses were pulverized into nothing in an instant.
Concrete and asphalt were peeled back, the road bed was swept away in a moment,
and then I saw 10 or 20 feet of earth flushed away in a instant.
In a nearby cemetery, I watched the headstones, the dirt, the concrete boxes and the
coffins as well as the clay beneath them, torn quickly and successively away by the
force of the water. Then the water moved over me, and my view shifted to the top of the
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water. There was that man who had knelt to pray; bobbing on the surface like a cork,
unharmed. The Lord God saved him right out of the midst of destruction, because the
man trusted in Him.
During the first of the visions I was a stunned observer, hardly believing what I saw; but
July 4, 1973, the reality of this future disaster reached my heart. I thought of all the
people who would be destroyed, and I shuddered at the carnage. Then, for the first time
since July 2, I turned to the Lord God in my spirit and asked: “Oh Father, will it be? must
it be? might it be avoided?” In that very instant of prayer, I was swept into the Spirit
and found myself over looking the whole city of Chicago. An angel of the Lord
had his hand on me; below I saw the massive-saving Hand of God placed
between the city and the lake, and I heard this loud, strong voice say, “This will I
do if My children turn back to me!”
Later, I remembered that throughout human history, no major natural disaster ever
came upon man without man having first been warned by prophets of the Lord God.
Now, by the Holy Spirit I saw an old colored man with a bell in his hand moving through
the black neighborhoods, ringing the bell and calling the people to repentance. The old
man was cursed by many and spit upon. I saw him crying, crying for those hard hearted
people. At one point a band of young toughs with murderous intent circled him and
closed in on him from every side. A band of angels appeared about him and the wouldbe killers fled in fear. Those who would kill him could not, for he was commissioned to
warn many. At the time, my heart went out to him, for his mission was so difficult, but
also rewarding, for I saw many repenting of their sins.
Though I’ve never met him in the flesh, in my vision the old black man was striking in
appearance. He was almost bald except for a patch of white hair on the sides and back
of his head. He was cocoa-colored, his eyes brown and full of kindness and love, and
he had the kind of Christ-presence that makes a person strong, resilient and
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impressive. His face was lovely to look upon — full of years and blessed by the grace of
Jesus Christ. He was wearing a cape of light gray. In his right hand he held a brass bell
with a wooden handle and in his left hand, and old black leather-bound Bible. Although
he was old and moved slowly, his voice was clear, distinct and strong. I heard him say
‘The Hand of God’s wrath is upon thee; turn from thy wickedness and repent or the
wrath of God will soon fall upon you and destroy you for your evil ways. Hear this, for it
is from the Lord thy God …” So it is, so it shall be-for now I know and see many
prophets bringing ‘final warnings.’ Some are killed, some are injured, the warning is
delivered. Let those who hear, heed the warning.
July 3rd and 4th, 1973 — After the wall of water had engulfed the city and swept it away,
I observed what seemed to be an endless flow of water moving steadily westward.
Because I had seen St. Louis swamped and drowned out of existence by a broad body
of water, I assumed that the water would connect somewhere with the Mississippi River,
and move southward, causing the Mississippi River to swell greatly beyond its banks.
Again, I watched the water roar westward for days; I lost tract of how long it moved like
this, but was aware that the larger part, if not the whole of Lake Michigan was emptying
out. Farther from the city, to the west, I did see areas that were above water and intact
except for earthquake damage, and some years after these first visions was able to
identify the Chicago suburb of Woodridge as one of those areas that will be partly or
wholly above the flooding waters. I did see ditches here and there, with water running
over them, and in the ditches, I observed masses of canned goods stripped of labels
but largely intact, in the water and mud.
I also saw the bodies of the dead, human and animal, floating everywhere.
Dismembered bodies covered in the disaster area; thankfully, most were buried in the
churning tide of mud that moved beneath the water. When the water subsided, I could
see corpses caught in the branches of uprooted trees through all the widespread
wreckage. When the water actually subsides, after the real earthquake, we will view a
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vast mud plain with islands of refuge. The stench of rotting flesh, decomposing
vegetation and the stinking stagnant water in the hot, humid weather will be unbearable.
Almost immediately after the worst part of the destruction, in a vision, I saw flying
overhead U.S. aircraft of various types dropping supplies by parachute to stranded
survivors. Later, the airplanes stopped coming, but I did not then know why.
After the flooding waters passed a given area, I saw survivors coming out of the water,
some adults and many children, all injured and half naked or altogether naked and in
shock. They were received by certain Christian communities; clothed, tended to and
later given places to live. I was not clearly aware of it at the time, but today know that
these ‘communities’ or isles, spared from the wastes destruction will be peopled by
Christians who have prepared to some extent. When I saw so many young children, I
couldn’t help but wonder how a three or four-year old child could survive the waters,
when their parents did not. The Lord would later tell me, “Because they are innocent.”
I also observed others emerging from among the survivors; those I would later identify
as ‘marauders.’ These men, hoping for gain, would search among the corpses, taking
rings, gold and other jewelry and even look for gold fillings in teeth. They were armed,
and when they came upon the surviving communities, would take them by force, raping
torturing and killing as they wished. With no government or police in organized
operation, these men followed their basic natures. I realized then and now that the
Christians would need to be prepared to defend themselves. My knowledge seemed to
indicate that it would be almost a year before troops arrived. When they finally came
they were bearded, tired, dirty, hungry and tattered. They quickly disarmed the
marauding men, killing all of them on the spot, then marched on. That sequence of
events puzzled me at the time of the vision — I did not understand why U.S. troops
would be on foot; why they would be so ragged, and why they shot the marauders
immediately, with no hint of due process of law.
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I looked over the Chicago land area after the waters subsided and the mud dried; and I
was astonished. Lake Michigan was gone, only a hilly lake bed remained to be seen.
Mud everywhere-dried mud stretched over a vast expanse of what was once a great
city. Bleached bones of the long-dead protruded in places. The toll of the dead was
beyond estimation. There were not trees, no grass, just a dead silence. To the north I
saw ruins of buildings. In the northwest areas here and there, were desolate skeletons
of homes and buildings.
I arrived at some conclusions about this future disaster, from what I was allowed to see
in those July days of 1973. The day of the earthquake would be bright and warm with
no clouds. The earthquake would strike late in the morning, very near noon — I was
sure it would take place in the summer months. One impression hit me; one should
watch for birds — when they go, the quake is near. I felt that the disasters would strike
on a weekend, but of this I was not sure. The Lord did not give me a precise date at that
time, but I knew ‘it is near but not yet.’ I noticed after the flooded land dried, that the
entire area was engulfed in a dead calm. No wind blew; and with the heat and the
stench, the air seemed to turn blue-green. A few survivors hid in closed rooms to
escape the stench. The stillness was awesome. It seemed as if the whole world was
holding its breath.
On July 5, 1973, I could bear no more of the vision and cried unto God to take it from
me, and He lifted it from my seeing. Later I turned to the Lord and asked Him when all
of this would happen. I was given a vision of the number 17, made up of what looked
like fluffy white clouds. I did not know if that meant 17 days, weeks, months, years, or
centuries, I had no understanding.
Over the years since 1973, the Lord by His Holy Spirit has continued to give us a
deeper understanding of this disaster of disasters. Today, we know that Chicago will be
the center of an earthquake that will have an approximate destruction radius of 300
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miles — we believe it will be the worst earthquake in recorded human history. The cities
that will be the worst flattened by this earthquake will be Chicago, Illinois; St. Paul,
Minnesota; Milwaukee, Wisconsin; St. Louis, Missouri; Louisville, Kentucky;
Indianapolis, Indiana; Detroit, Michigan; Toledo, Cleveland, Columbus and Cincinnati,
Ohio; and Kansas City, Missouri. Southern Ontario, Canada and parts of southwestern
Quebec, Canada will be obliterated by the waters of the Great Lakes as they
‘backwash’ and just before they return as a wall over Chicago and other areas. The
Lord by the Holy Spirit revealed that the sound of the ‘cracking’ of the ground or fault
will be so fierce that windows will be shattered in Des Moines, Iowa, some 316 miles
from Chicago. When the earthquake hits Chicago, people will be knocked off their feet
in Detroit and trees will fall out of the ground in St. Louis, Missouri, some 269 miles from
Chicago. The sound of the crack will be heard as far away as Denver, Colorado –
literally, the whole continental mass will tremble.
This is the vision of the earthquake that swept me up from July 2, 1973 to July 5, 1973. I
didn’t know why I’d seen it or what I was to do with this vision… I typed up my notes,
filed them, and tried to forget the vision, albeit unsuccessfully. [to page 51]
First, I saw the Chicago earthquake, then an overview of the mid-western and northeastern United States. I saw smoldering ruins from nuclear attack. When looking at the
Midwest, I saw caked, drying mud and ruins everywhere. However, many small cities
and towns were intact. I saw many injured people. Many were hospitalized. Confusion
and fear gripped the land.
Then I saw a great Russian fleet steaming out past Western Europe towards the
United States. Western Europe cringed in fear, for God’s Spirit held them and they
were terrified to move or to intervene.
I saw a lone but great United States Aircraft carrier capsized in a bay on the East Coast,
half sunk in the mud.
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Then I saw the invasion, at the Bay of Delaware, and on the coast of Virginia.
Then suddenly, just after the terrible earthquake in the Midwest, I saw ministers, priests,
elders and Christians who had rejected the prophecy… these now seemed like dead
men — all their strength was gone, and many fell on their faces before God crying for
forgiveness. [page 325]
17.3 July 2, 1973, Open Vision, Chicago Earthquake & Invasion — Most think of
major earthquake prone areas in California. The strongest quake in the United States
did not occur in that state, however. Since it's settlement by Europeans, the greatest
earthquakes recorded in the US occurred between December 16, 1811 through
February 7, 1812. There were five of magnitude 8.0 or higher in that period that made
the Mississippi River flow backwards and changed forever some areas of the river
valley. This fault system is known as "New Madrid". Information about this fault line and
the current measured activity I found on the Web. Somewhere, there is another, or
possibly many who have "seen" this vision. It was given initially to Cliff Collins and
Chuck Youngbrandt of Chicago land area.
Earthquake Vision — It was a beautiful sunny, warm day at a around 10:30 am, and I
was reading my bible in the lobby during my coffee break. I had a feeling of uneasiness
all morning -- jittery with no apparent reason. The tenseness that plagued me made me
eager to seek consolation in the Word, which I knew would relax me. I had been
reading for a moment or so when an odd thing happened. The sunlight which lit up the
room suddenly seemed brighter than normal, but I dismissed this and continued
reading. I then glanced outside again, and noticed something strange. Although I could
clearly see fluffy clouds in that morning sky, I also saw simultaneously a clear blue sky
with no clouds and a much brighter sunlight. Then I heard a very sharp, loud, and
terrible cracking noise, and was aware that the ground was moving under me. The
building all around me was wavering; the wall split at some points, and I heard a deep
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rumbling sound. It was an earthquake!
I looked around, amazed, while the chandelier pulled out of the ceiling and crashed to
the floor. As the walls swayed, the two-story high windows exploded into thousands of
glass fragments as their frames twisted and bent. The outside pillars around the door
fell almost immediately, and the walls themselves were breaking up with many loud,
snapping, and crackling sounds. A piece of ceiling about four feel long fell to the floor,
crushing a chair. Everything was weaving so violently that I couldn't move. I heard a
woman screaming. I was surprised that the building was holding up so well; for the
earth was moving suddenly, sharply, and fast.
Suddenly, it stopped! I shook my head in unbelief and looked, seeing the wreckage and
clouds of dust super-imposed on that beautiful day. In the next moment, I saw only the
lobby as it had been before, untouched, with no sign of the earthquake. Bewildered, I
tried to dismiss it all as my imagination, because I didn't know what else to do with the
experience. I left the lobby and returned to work.
This experience, it turned out, was just the opening revelation of many by the Holy
Spirit. On that first day and for days to come, in various placed, at various times, the
Lord continued to reveal to me the earthquake happening over and over again. Each
time I saw that bright clear-blue sky with no clouds and the bright sunlight. I heard that
same sharp cracking noise which sounded so fierce, so deadly, that one could almost
taste it; then came the fast and sudden movement of \ the earth. At that time I did not
know what was happening nor understand much, except tat I not only saw the
earthquake and heard it, but I also felt it and was aware of what people were thinking of
at that time. I could even smell a difference in the air. As the days passed and the
revelation unfolded, I began to suffer from emotional shock and pure horror. As the
revelations all happened over an extended period of time, I will share them with you as
it was given to me by the Holy Spirit.
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It was now lunch time that same day. Everyone else was eating and I was at my desk
covering the phones. My desk sat next to a window that faced east, overlooking the
southern end of a small lake (called O'Hara Lake), past sister buildings built around the
lakefront. Just east of the office buildings was the Tri-State Toll way and east of the TriState Toll way stood the Xerox factory and what looks like a water tower with the Xerox
name on it; beyond Xerox one could see woods. It all started again. That day was
super-imposed on the day I was in, and the prelude of bright sunlight, a sky with no
clouds, and the sharp crack of the earth. With that, the whole building began to move
under me. I watched a crack start and spread from the other end of the office to my
area in the twinkling of an eye. The plaster wallboards popped, crumbled, and came
undone as the walls buckled. The floor on my end sagged down about five or six feet,
sending file cabinets and furniture sliding. Again I heard the screams and felt the panic
and terror of the quake in others. I heard a thunderous roar in the tumbling earth, and
noted that the movement was east to northwest in direction. I looked out of my window,
and saw the Xerox water tower swaying back and forth, then the base gave way and
the tower fell. I then saw flames rise from the Xerox building itself as the huge crumbling
water tower hit the roof. In a few moments, the earth stopped shaking and I was struck
by the utter quiet now of this future day, for I saw no living being at all, not even birds.
Smoke arose from the Xerox building like a black pillar. The water in O'Hara Lake
sloshed out of the lake in massive waves and then ran back into the lake bed.
I knew this was once again a vision of some future event, a massive earthquake. By this
time I was emotionally caught up by the experience, but who could I tell? Who would
believe me? At this point, I was the only one who had seen it, and I had no
understanding what the purpose of the vision was.
It was now 3:00 pm, that same day. Again the "prelude" of the bright sunlight. This time
the vision began where the last one left off. The destruction lay on every hand. I could
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literally feel the deadly quiet of that future day. Then the silence was broken by a terrible
and different roaring sound that sent shivers down my spine. I turned to look out my
window, my eyes glanced over the ruined terrain and up toward the woods beyond the
Xerox building. There, over the tree tops, I was in the far distance a massive wall of
water, clear and blue, that was moving westerly. It did not seem to be coming at this
place, but seemed to be moving west and south. Yes, the wall of water was definitely
south of my location in Des Plaines, Illinois. A wall of water from Lake Michigan, the
roar so thunderous, so ominous, that it made me tremble. It was at this point that I
realized that I was witnessing the destruction of Chicago by a monstrous earthquake,
followed by a huge, destructive wall of water.
In that vision of a future day, I also say a jet airliner coming in for a landing at O'Hare
Airport just at the time this wall of water made its appearance. The pilot also noticed it
and, from black smoke coming out of the exhausts, I knew he was accelerating to get
up and out. I wondered where the aircraft could land and thought of Milwaukee, but then
I saw that this city, too, was flooding and being destroyed. I thought of St. Louis and
saw it also broadly flooded and drowned out of existence. It was then that I began to
realize some of the real scope of this future destruction, and only later realized that
there has been no parallel in history for what is apparently coming upon us here.
A period of time then passed in that same day; but how much time I do not know. From
a vantage point at street level in the Loop where I watched, suddenly I heard this
terrible roaring sound; the sunlight was totally blotted and everything was engulfed in
suffocating darkness. Later I was to see an aerial view of Chicago's downtown area,
when the returning wall of waver from Lake Michigan would crash into the Loop with
unbelievable force, surrounding the great skyscrapers still standing. They would
withstand the waters for a moment; then they would slowly twist around and fall and
vanish forever in the churning waters. The next day... I was driving east on the
Eisenhower Expressway. Again I saw the aftermath of the earthquake; autos were piled
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up bumper to bumper, exit ramps were either broken or blocked, bridges were down
everywhere. Suddenly the wall of water appeared in the east. Some people just froze,
most ran to the right or left to try to hide or escape. One man got out of his car and knelt
down to pray. He was the only smart one, for he would meet his Maker on his knees.
The water engulfed them all. Houses were pulverized into nothing in an instant;
concrete and asphalt were peeled back, the road bed was swept away in a moment,
and then I saw 10 to 20 feet of earth flushed away in the twinkling of an eye.
In a nearby cemetery I watched the headstones, the dirt, the concrete boxes, and the
coffins, as well as the clay beneath them, be quickly and successively torn away with
the force of the wall of water. Then the water moved over me, and my view then shifted
to the top of the water. There was that man who had knelt to pray; he now bobbed to
the surface like a cork, unharmed. The Lord saved him right out of the midst of
destruction because the man trusted in Him.
During the first of the visions I was a stunned observer, hardly believing what I was
seeing; but the reality of this future disaster reached my heart. I thought of all the people
who would be destroyed, and I shuddered at the carnage. Then, I turned to the Lord
God in my spirit and asked: "Oh Father, will it be? Must it be? Might it be avoided? In
that very instant of prayer, I was swept into the Spirit and found myself overlooking the
whole city of Chicago. An angel of the Lord had his hand on me; below I saw the
massive-saving hand of God placed between the city and the Lake, and I heard this
loud, strong voice say, "This will I do if my children turn back to me!"
Later, I remembered that throughout human history, no major natural disaster ever
came upon man without man having first been warned by prophets of the Lord God.
Now, by the Holy Spirit, I saw an old black man with a bell in his hand moving through
the black neighborhoods, ringing the bell and calling the people to repentance. The man
was cursed by many and spit upon. I saw him crying, crying for those hard-hearted
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people. At one point a band of young toughs with murderous intend circled him and
closed in on him from every side. A band of angels appeared about him and the wouldbe killers fled in fear. Those who would kill him could not, for he was commissioned by
God to warn many. At the time, my heart went out to him for his mission was do difficult
but it was also rewarding; for I also saw many repenting of their sins.
After the wall of water had engulfed the city and swept it away, I observed what seemed
to be an endless flow of water moving steadily westward. Because I had seen St. Louis
swamped and drowned out of existence by a broad body of water, I assumed that the
water would connect somewhere with the Mississippi River and move southward,
causing the Mississippi River to swell GREATLY beyond its banks. Again, I watched the
water roar westwardly for days; I lost track of how long it moved like this, but was aware
that the larger part, if not the whole, of Lake Michigan was emptying out. Farther from
the city, to the west, I did see areas that were above water and intact except for
earthquake damage, and some years after these first visions I was able to identify the
Chicago suburb of Woodridge as one of those areas that will be partly or wholly above
the flooding waters. I did see ditches here and there, with water running over them, and
in the ditches I observed massed of canned goods, stripped of labels, but largely intact
in the water and mud of the ditches.
I also saw the bodies of the dead, human and animal, floating everywhere.
Dismembered bodies covered the disaster area, although thankfully, most were buried
in the churning tide of mud that moved beneath the water. When the water began to
subside, I would see corpses caught in branches of uprooted trees, appearing all
through the widespread wreckage. When the water actually subsides after the real
earthquake, we will view a vast mud plain with islands of refuge here and there. The
stench of rotting flesh, decomposing vegetation, and stinking stagnant water in the hot,
humid weather will seem unbearable.
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I looked over the Chicagoland area after the waters subsided and the mud had dried,
and I was astonished. Lake Michigan was gone; only a hilly lake bed remained to be
seen. Mud covered everything, dried mud stretched over a vast expanse of what was
once a great city. Bleached bones of the long-dead protruded here and there. There
were no trees, no grass, just a dead silence. To the north I saw the ruins of buildings
and in the northwest there were whole areas of standing homes and buildings, but even
these were only patches here and there. The toll of the dead was beyond estimation.
From what I was allowed to see in those days of July 1973, I arrived at some
conclusions about this future disaster. The day of the earthquake would be bright, warm
or hot, with no clouds. The earthquake would strike late in the morning or very near
noon. I was sure that it would take place in the summer months. One impression hit me;
one should watch for the birds, when they go, the quake is near. Though I was not sure,
I thought or felt that the disaster may strike on a weekend, but of this I was not sure.
Though the Lord did not give me a precise date at that time, I knew it was not yet. I
noticed that after the flooding waters dried up, the entire area was swallowed up in a
dead calm, for no wind blew, and in the heat mixed with the stench, the air almost
seemed to turn blue-green. Some survivors hid in closed rooms in unbearable heat to
escape the stench. The stillness was truly remarkable. It seemed as if the whole world
were holding its breath.
Over the years since 1973, the Lord by His Holy Spirit has continued to give a deeper
understanding of this disaster of disasters. Today, we know that Chicago will be the
center of an earthquake that will have an approximate destructive radius of 300 miles.
We believe it will be the worst earthquake ever recorded in human history, second to
none in destructiveness. The cities that will be flattened by this earthquake will be
Chicago, Illinois; St. Paul, Minnesota; Milwaukee, Wisconsin; St. Louis, Missouri;
Louisville, Kentucky; Indianapolis, Indiana; Detroit, Michigan; Toledo, Ohio; Cleveland,
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Ohio; Columbus, Ohio; Cincinnati, Ohio; and Kansas City, Missouri. Southern Ontario
and part of southwestern Quebec, Canada, will be obliterated by the waters of the Great
Lakes as they "backwash" and just before they return as a wall over Chicago and other
areas. The Lord, by the Holy Spirit, revealed that the sound of the cracking of the
ground or fault will be so fierce that windows will be shattered in Des Moines, Iowa,
some 316 miles from Chicago. When the earthquake hits, people will be knocked off
their feet in Detroit and trees will fall out of the ground in St. Louis, some 269 miles from
Chicago --- literally, the whole continental mass will tremble.
This is the vision of the earthquake that swept me up from July 2, 1973 to July 5, 1973. I
did not know why I had seen it. On July 5th, I could bear no more and cried unto the
Lord to take it from my seeing.
17.4 Mid-1977, Fault, Chicago, Illinois — In mid 1997 we met a brother in the Lord
who shared that while he was working on a construction job in Chicago, driving pilings
in the ground for the foundation of the Marina Towers, they discovered a fault, which he
said apparently ran east and west. This struck me as very interesting in that the
massive fracture shown to me in 1973 followed the same general line or area he talked
about. [page 274]
17.5 Mid-1977, Visions, Chicago EarthQuake — We have met and talked to dozens
of Christians who have had a vision of the earthquake destroying Chicago or a
vision of the wall of water crushing the city sweeping it away. One minister told us
in mid-1977 that he was in Chicago praying when he had a vision of the building he was
in; the walls were cracked and everything was ruined. He than said he heard loud
‘banging noises’ and saw the pipes suddenly rupture and explode with considerable
force. Next, he heard a roaring noise and suddenly torrents of water broke through the
east walls of the building. He had no idea what it meant but someone who had heard
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our tapes suggested he visit us, and so he did. What hit me was that as the wall of
water would move, it could cause intensely high pressure in the city’s water pipes just
ahead of it, resulting in the pipes exploding. [Page 274.] [Or the movement of the
earth could cause the pipes to explode.]
17.6 Vision Of The Invasion Of The United States Of America — Chuck
Youngbrandt estimates the dates for the summer of the Great Chicago earthquake, and
soon after invasion of the United States of America:
March 28th — look for a noteworthy event in economy
June 3rd — 67 days later [62 plus 5] a greater event to shake nations foundations
July 5th — One summer day, at twelve o’clock noon, the Midwest will be devastated by
one of the most destructive earthquakes in recorded history. After the earthquake and
subsequent flooding by the Great Lakes, there will be left intact, whole Christian
communities much like islands in a sea of destruction. Survivors will stumble in shock
into these areas. Christians are to receive the injured, tend to their wounds, feed the
hungry. In the Midwest, after the earthquake, most survivors will be children. The
earthquake destroys Chicago, Illinois and Midwest [most destructive earthquake in
recorded history. For those outside of the Midwest earthquake zone, news of this
earthquake will be warning enough. Now, within thirty-seven days, Russia, China and
Japan will attack this nation. Anyone living within an area where there is a major
airbase, naval base or missile installation located should consider leaving. The Lord will
warn, mostly with angels, and yet those who have a personal relationship with Jesus
will get a word from Jesus directly, as He wills. We can not and will not win this war.
God’s hand is against this nation. We will be overcome as a nation, we will be humbled
in defeat and occupied. Many who will take their lives in these times. [page 331]
August 4th — Jesus’ angels warn his children to flee cities and towns
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August 11th — Russia and China launch full thermonuclear attack on the United States
of America
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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From 4 July 2006 The War Itself.htm Place names clearer.
You may right- click on the above map and save the picture to your hard drive. Print it
on your printer, or copy it to a disk, or diskette, and take it to a digital photo counter, at a
drug store, and print it. Works well as a 4 by 6.
4 July 2006 The War Itself.pdf Main part of the web page, minus the plates, which are
below, also in PDF.
USARussian_Inv_Map_Huge_FightingZones1.jpg Large Map of USA, 3.4 Megabytes,
takes a lot of time. Will show small on your computer, but if you let it show the
actual size, it will blow up to the size in the following plates.
Plates from the The War Itself web page, posted at the end of this page, here and
available in PDF: 4 July 2006 The War Itself_Plates.pdf
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Autumn, October 21st The War Itself — 132,427 Russian troops invade the East
coast at Slaughter Beach, Delaware, in the Bay of Delaware, and advance rapidly up
Highway 13, up that peninsula towards Wilmington, Delaware. Hours before, a large
armored force will have landed on the coast of Virginia, in a daring stroke aimed at
causing confusion. This armored force will fan out across the countryside and wreak
havoc, setting whole towns afire and destroying widely. This force is designed as a
diversionary force, to divert our military leader’s attention away from Slaughter Beach,
which is the main landing point. As a result of bad weather, heavy fog and an excellent
performance by the Russian diversionary force, it will be some forty-eight hours before
the U.S. military leaders recognize that the Slaughter Beach area is the main invasion
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point.
At Slaughter Beach, Russian armored and infantry forces will race ashore, overrunning
the small town of Milford, Delaware. From there, tanks, troop carriers, and mobile
artillery still wet from the Atlantic ocean surf, will speed up Highway 13 and take Dover,
the capital of Delaware within the hour, without a shot fired. Later, near the junction of
Highway 301 and 40, just southeast of Wilmington, Delaware, the first U.S. tank [an
M60] will challenge the lead Russian tank, an amphibious T-62. [pages 331-332]
October 23rd — approximately 1,800,000 United States troops will engage the swelling
Russian force in and around Wilmington, Delaware. Though American forces will attack
and fight with courage and persistence, the Russian troops will have entrenched
themselves and will withstand attack after attack until American morale wanes.
After one week of heavy, brutal fighting, the vastly outnumbered Russian forces will
mount an unexpected offensive and swiftly pierce U.S. defenses in the center, and
break into open countryside. Panic and confusion will sweep the army and with the
sudden appearance of large numbers of land based Soviet fighter bombers, terror will
become the order of the day. Exploiting the break through, Russians armored units will
race westward while the bulk of U.S. armored forces will be withdrawn to defend
Washington D.C. However, the object of the Russian forces is not Washington, D.C.,
but Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Swinging wide to the north, the Russian armies will
envelop Philadelphia and trap nearly one million American troops. A vast Russian air lift
of troops and equipment will ensue. Our defenses will crumble rapidly under continuous
Soviet military pressure. Washington D.C. will be abandoned in tact.
Fighting desperate delaying action, the U.S. armed forces will prove unable to stop the
advancing Russians. The U.S. Army will be destroyed in the defense of the south, and
Russian and East German forces will advance rapidly through Virginia into North
Carolina. National guard units will put up a fierce fight in the south, and slow the
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advance of the Soviet forces in a series of blood battles. With the arrival of a severe
winter and due to over-stretched supply lines, the Russians will come to a halt in the
Appalachian Mountain range, roughly midway between Pittsburgh and Harrisburg, Pa.
and Soviet forces in the south will stop their advance, just past Florence, South
Carolina; to re-group and re-equip.
The West Coast — A month after the Russian invasion of the East coast, China and
Japan, with considerable help from the Soviet Navy, will invade the West Coast at three
widely spaced points. One Chinese force will land in Willapa Bay in Washington State;
the strongest Chinese force will land somewhere south of San Francisco; and the third
Chinese and Japanese force will land some five miles south of the U.S. —Mexican
border, in North Baja California, Mexico. The West coast defenses, already stripped of
stronger air and ground units which were sent to the East coast, will be hard pressed to
contain the widely spaced Chinese – Japanese invasion forces.
The San Francisco Vision — Chinese troops will be under orders to take no prisoners,
civilian or military, which will cause a great slaughter as their armies advance. Then the
Lord showed me that He had warned a large number of Christians to leave San
Francisco area and move to the north and east; but they ignored the Lord’s Prophets
and were there when the invasion came. Consequently, they were trapped when
Chinese army units surrounded and cut off U.S. Army units from the mainland. The
Chinese were strong enough to press back the U.S. Army to the east and at the same
time close in on the trapped soldiers and terror-stricken civilians.
The Christians came together and began to pray and plead for help from Jesus. Then
the Lord showed me a one-star-General, named John, a Charismatic [Spirit-filled]
Christian. Jesus spoke to John and said, “Call your officers together and pray.” General
John B. was in command of an infantry unit that had been reduced to some 5,200 men
after weeks of heavy fighting, and orders had been given to withdraw his forces some
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30 miles to the east, to a new line of defense.
I saw General John speak to a large roomful of officers, standing on a desk in a
mansion where he had set up headquarters. As I remember, General John said, “…
The reason this war has befallen us is that we have turned away from obeying the Lord,
our God. I am commanding every man here, whether Christian, Jew or pagan, to fall to
his knees and pray to Jesus for help.” A Colonel voiced an objection, saying that he did
not believe in Jesus, and that they should address their attention to the war. General
John spoke loud and clear and said, “Any officer who will not obey this command will be
taken out and shot.” The men present fell silent for an instant, then every one joined
John on their knees — and prayed to Jesus. Jesus spoke to General John and said;
“John, I have given the Chinese over into your hands for the sake of My children. Order
your troops to go into battle singing praises to Jesus. Take alive and treat well any
Chinese that will surrender, and if they fight do not take them alive.”
John issued orders to the stunned officers. He said, “Jesus has given us the victory,
and by God we are attacking.” There was something contagious about his spirit. Faces
lit up, orders were given and the unbelievable communication was sent to headquarters.
The unit was under strength and exhausted. They lacked air support and artillery
support and were faced by an estimated 200,000 Chinese troops. The whole force
trucked up and moved in a body down a one lane highway, convoy fashion, straight for
the Chinese. [I thought they were about to commit suicide.] Chinese MIGs flashed out of
the sky and made strafing and bombing attacks; but when the smoke cleared, there was
no damage. Chinese artillery sent down a thundering barrage of shells to no effect; the
troops hit the Chinese front lines and the Chinese panicked, throwing down rifles and
weapons, and ran. Within a few hours, they had captured over 100,000 Chinese and
killed almost 100,000, with no loss of their units. On freeing the entrapped Christians,
General John sternly told them that Jesus told him to inform them to pack up and move
north and east. Jesus said to John after the battle, “John, I have given this nation into
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their hands; yet I will never abandon My children.”
Once so routed, the Chinese will quickly abandon the order to kill military and civilian
prisoners and the war will go on. The Chinese and Japanese will advance north from
Los Angeles, and re-take San Francisco later. General John B., the praying Christian
soldier, will trouble the invaders to the extent that they will offer a high price for his
head, [literally] but he will live to see God’s mighty promise fulfilled after occupation
ends.
The General War — After the American armies fall back into the Appalachian Mountain
range against Soviet pressure and into the Rocky Mountain range against Chinese –
Japanese pressure, we will enter into the ‘lull’ of severe winter, while all sides lick their
wounds and catch their breath. The U.S. government will initiate massive conscription,
ultimately drafting boys from 15 years of age up to men 55 years of age. And the church
system, that would not call the nation to prayer and repentance will call this nation to
war and to fight. Many in the church authority will challenge Americans to win the war
by saying, “God is with us!” Indeed, the Lord or God is with us; but we cannot and will
not win this war. God’s hand is against the nation.
Jesus would have us warn you generally that those who fight will die, and that we
should generally surrender and live to serve Jesus Christ. This is the general rule. But
in every case, we must search our hearts in prayer and know what the Lord would have
us do. Outright rejection of lawful authority is lawlessness; thus we must come to the
Lord in prayer about draft notices received by any of our brethren.
Firstly, from nuclear attack to invasion, through to the military collapse of these United
States, military victory is not possible. We are given into the hands of the conquering
Communist armies that arrive on our shores. To resist the invaders with the hope of
winning will be the equivalent of resisting the will of God. There is no chance of success
whatsoever in the normal sense.
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Secondly, fathers and mothers, keep your boys at home and out of the armed forces.
Do not volunteer for the armed forces; and if you are in the area overrun by Communist
troops, do not, under any circumstances, allow yourselves to be joined with the invasion
forces. Do not take up arms against your countrymen, even under threat of death.
If you are legally drafted, then go before your fellowship or church for prayer and seek
the perfect Will of God. If Jesus approves of the military draft, then go. Christian soldiers
are to remain steadfast daily in the Word of God in prayer and in fasting; and so also
are their churches, on their behalf. You are to exert your influence in both a physical
sense and spiritual sense in the armed forces, if Jesus sends you. If in battle your unit is
cut off, attempt to rejoin the main body. If this proves impossible, then withdraw into the
hills, forests, or mountains and continue the fight even after total defeat is a reality. That
is to say, never give up. Form guerilla bands and trouble the occupation forces all
through the occupation. No peace treaty will ever be signed, nor a surrender. The war
will continue and the ultimate victory is certain in Christ. If you are surrounded and
cannot escape into hiding, then surrender and know the Lord thy God is with you. Roll
with the punches. Remember Romans 8:28!
So there will be some who should avoid military service, and some who should not;
some who should continue to fight and others who should surrender. In each case, we
need remember that we are different parts of the same Body of Christ and that we need
to humble ourselves, seek the Will of the Lord for us in prayer and fasting, and obey
Jesus above our own ‘feelings’ and above the authority of man.
Civilians, be advised NOT to resist the invaders. Pray for God’s protection about your
family, your home; and pray for walls of Jesus’ love all about you. It is easy to die for
Christ; but it is not so easy to live for Him. Take up the call to live for Jesus, to live that
you may serve Him. This is both for those Christians in the military and those who are
not. When Russian troops fight through our defenses, do not surrender to assault
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troops. They will often be under orders to take no prisoners and will kill anyone trying to
give himself up.
The Arm Of Flesh Will Fail — Jesus began to show me a vision of great battle and
said to me, “The arm of flesh will fail utterly.” Then, over a period of time, the Lord
showed me this:
After the severe winter weather set in, combined with exhausted troops, and
overstretched supply lines, forward movement against the U.S. armed forces stopped
on every front. While the winter was hard on Americans, it was equally hard on Russian,
Eastern European, Chinese, and Japanese armies. Then as I viewed the United States,
I began to see a superhuman effort being made in every dimension of our society to
‘come back.’ In small towns and cities yet intact, factories and workshops began to
spring up; and the whole of our technology, matched with our wits, know-how,
resources, and strength combined mightily to produce large numbers of modern
weapons of war. New tanks, artillery pieces, jet fighters, missiles, ammunition and small
arms began to arrive at training centers in a flood; and a whole new army and air force
began to rise out of the ruins. Diplomatic moves were being made to draw Western
Europe into the conflict against Russia, and the government tried, desperately, to
exploit differences Russia was having with Red China and Japan. Russia still had
forces standing opposite Western Europe and on China’s border; and our military
analysts estimated that Russia could not deploy more military units into the Americas
without seriously letting down their guard at home. The President and his military men
saw an opportunity to deliver a knock-out blow to the Russian forces and drive them off
the continent. Everything now depended upon seizing the ruined city of Philadelphia,
which Russia was using as its main naval base to bring in fuel, replacements and heavy
equipment. Philadelphia had been converted into a Russian supply port. If U.S. forces
could take it, Russian armies would soon run out of fuel, ammunition and other vital
supplies and consequently could be easily mopped up and wiped out.
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As I watched, I saw a gradual build up of troops and tanks just behind the fighting font
that stretched from a rough halfway point between Pittsburgh and Harrisburg, south thru
Pennsylvania, West Virginia and Virginia. The military build up continued steadily over a
wide area of the front until, after many months, the hills and forests were alive with
American troops, tanks, artillery and missiles. It was now late winter and near early
spring then, and the U.S. Air Force had reappeared and challenged the Russian air
power to the extent that Russia was afraid to fly in supplies while the U.S. Air Force
threatened their air routes. Then the day came, in the early morning hours, still dark,
with a frozen silence in the forest hills of Pennsylvania and West Virginia; millions of
American troops with tanks, cannons and assorted weapons moved up quietly in what
seemed a hush. Time seemed suspended and I was not caught up in the vision. My
emotions, “Go get ‘em.”
A pale mist lay just over the treetops as the dark began to lift, then it seemed as though
the night instantly became daylight, as multiplied thousands of cannon and rocket
launchers fired volley after volley of shells into the Russian defenses. The hills literally
belched flame, and roared and shook under the weight of the barrage. Millions of men
attacked fiercely, and the Russians were stunned. A hundred mile hole was torn in the
Russian defenses and the U.S. Army moved forward, engaged the Soviet forces,
shattered them and plowed through. Russian reserve units were called up from rest
areas and winter quarters on the East coast, and engaged the advancing U.S. forces.
The military analysis — was correct, Russia had no reserves left — and they must draw
on army units at home, risking the homeland or face the possibility of being driven off
the Americas. Unknown to us a man in power in Western Europe delivered assurances
to the Soviets of absolute non-intervention by Western Europe.
One of the U.S. Army’s military objective was the retaking of Washington, D.C., as well
as Philadelphia, which was a top priority. American forces steadily advanced against
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thinning Russian armies; the Soviet’s military strength was on the wane. They were
outnumbered now, badly battered and constantly falling back. But then, the Spirit of the
Lord moved on them, and at King of Prussia, Pennsylvania, they stopped retreating and
turned and stood. A battle ensued that is hard to describe. American troops attacked
the Soviet forces in waves, and often the fighting was hand-to-hand; but despite heroic
efforts, the Russian soldiers still held. Then one of the greatest airlifts in history
happened. Russian forces were airlifted out of Russia and flown to the United States in
huge numbers; and the U.S. offensive broke down, failing to take the prize,
Philadelphia. From then on, the U.S. Army fought frantically in a hopeless cause. The
arm of flesh failed utterly! [pages 331 to 338]
May 14th — The Russian counter-offensive is marked, beginning with the destruction of
Washington, D.C. by a nuclear bomb. [page 304] [Many will die and many will go into
captivity.]
On May 14th, Russia will launch their great offensive which will end up reducing the
remains of the U.S. Army in conjunction with Chinese and Japanese forces in the
Midwest areas of Kansas, Missouri and Iowa. No surrender will be signed. The United
States will cease to exist by the summer of… with a total war, earthquake, famine and
pestilence killing some [estimated] 197,000,000 Americans.
Every American who flees to Canada will die there when war comes to Canada at
another time. In the war, the invaders will make use of nuclear weapons, poison gas
and biological warfare against our nation. The Russians will abandon biological warfare
when it backfires on them. [page 338-339]
Advice — If you see U.S. armed forces appear to be entrenching themselves in or near
your town or city, pack up and leave. If possible, avoid remaining in battle zones. For
civilians again, the war will have two forms. (1) the fighting zones and (2) the by-passed
zones. Fighting zones can be described as the general line along which invading armies
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will advance, and the general line along which the U.S. armed forces will resist them.
Since fighting will no doubt be in tense, most surface structures [homes, factories, etc.]
will be either heavily damaged for totally destroyed anywhere with in fifty miles of a
fighting zone. By-passed zones are just that, areas beyond the fifty mile zone where
there is likely to be little or no fighting. It can be expected that invading army units will
arrive even in by-passed areas, both during and after the war.
Civilians, do not resist the invaders. Head for your basements, remain in a corner of the
basement until the troops go by. If there is house-to-house fighting, remain in your
basement; and it or when you hear troops enter your home, — begin to sing a good
loud hymn, and don’t move.
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These are the fighting zones: Russians forces will split into two main army fronts past
Wilmington, Delaware. The main force will move from Philadelphia west to Harrisburg,
Pennsylvania, and from Pittsburgh to Cleveland, Ohio, and from Cleveland generally
west… The second force will move west from Pittsburgh to Columbus, Ohio, then to
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Indianapolis, Indiana, and then to St. Louis, Missouri.
The Soviet forces moving south will advance from Philadelphia to Baltimore, Maryland;
to Washington, D.C.; to Richmond, Virginia; to Raleigh, North Carolina; to Columbia,
South Carolina; to Knoxville, Tennessee, and to Nashville, Tennessee. The second
force will move from Greenville to Atlanta, Georgia and to Montgomery, Alabama.

Paul's Note. Though not in the text, the original Hand Map showed a line from
Knoxville, Tennessee, to Cincinnati, Ohio. As well, it looks like they go through Ashville,
North Carolina, at some point, from the way the map runs.
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Note again, they go through Indianapolis, Indiana, though not in text. This set of US
interstate maps is the newest addition.
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On the West coast, Chinese forces will advance from the beaches of the State of
Washington to Olympia, Washington, moving due south to Portland, Oregon, and from
there to Pendleton, Oregon and to Boise, Idaho.
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The Chinese – Japanese forces landing on the Baja California, Mexico, area will move
over the border to Los Angeles, California, and from there east to Phoenix, Arizona, to
Tucson, Arizona; to Las Cruces, New Mexico, to El Paso, Texas. The Chinese will send
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another force from Los Angeles up the cast to San Francisco, and advance from there
to Reno, Nevada; to Winnemucca, Nevada — to Salt Lake City, Utah; to Rock Springs,
Wyoming to Cheyenne, Wyoming, to North Platte, Nebraska, to Grand Island,
Nebraska.
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Upper west coast from California
LAST U.S. Stronghold Here the U.S. Army surrounded by Russian, Chinese and
Japanese and other nations armed forces will fight to the finish. Hutchison, Kansas salt
mine is likely to be the headquarters for our government and President during the war
after the fall of Washington, D.C.
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Upper west coast from California
These are the main fighting zones. By checking a Road Atlas, you can quickly see the
main highways they will follow, and whether or not your dwellings are in a fighting zone
or a by-passed zone. Although there will be others, these are the major lines along
which most of the battles will take place. No nuclear weapons will fall in the areas
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devastated by the earthquake.
The conquerors will make use of existing police forces, firemen and local, state and
federal officials initially. But beware, within a year of overcoming the nation, the
Communist officials will have these same leading police, firemen and government
officials arrested and murdered.
During the war, activate the underground church. Hide those who are fleeing from the
conquerors. Feed and assist guerilla bands secretly, and also comply with the
occupation forces, that it go well with you. The invading armies will not be the scourge
many will fear them to be. Sadly to say, American women will have more to fear from
our own troops — than from the invaders. Do not deny invaders loot, and to not resist
the plunderers. Give freely. If troops go for women, let all turn to Jesus in prayer; but do
not resist, they will kill all who resist.
The Lord will give occupation troops a heart of compassion for His children. You will find
that most of the conquering troops are young men, some homesick. Most will be curious
about Americans; many will be friendly and helpful. Americans will be scattered over a
destroyed land. Our flag, will lie in the dust. We will mourn and bury or dead. Our hearts
will be broken. But now we will enter the fires of occupation and persecution. War
troubles will come into focus as occupation trials. [pages 339 to 341]
We cannot make it as individuals alone. We cannot make it as a twosome or a small
group alone. We need Jesus and the Holy Spirit of our Father in Heaven; and we need
each other. The future of America, the future of the new nation, is entrusted in our
hands by God. For from the children, a new nation will emerge. We are responsible,
and America’s future is in our hands. This is our calling.
Jesus showed us that during occupation, American Christians will hide two things, 1st
the Bible, and 2nd the American flag. Then Jesus spoke and said: “And so this nation,
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which I will raise up, will look upon this flag and will know and remember that by these
My stripes are you healed; and that these stars are to you as my promise to Abraham,
that your descendants will be as many as the stars in heaven.”
When the war is over, the conquering Russian troops will literally dance in the streets
and drink themselves into a stupor. Steer clear of them. The Chinese troops will
respond to the end of the war in an unexpected but pleasant manner.
Christians, let loose of your worldly-possessions. Do not hesitate to leave everything
behind. Place no value on anything except love of Jesus and love of the Body of Jesus
Christ. Some will remain fixed where they are. Some will be moved. Some will be
deported. [page 342]
When the shooting stops, another kind of war will begin: a fierce spiritual war. But it will
not begin as one might expect. Strangely enough, Christians will initially enjoy greater
freedom in Christ than ever before. The vast majority of Christians will dwell safely in
the ‘green pastures’ or ‘green patches’ that Jesus has prepared for His people. The
conquering armies will number close to ten million armed men when the U. S. armed
forces collapse and fighting ceases.
In the time the conquering troops will be curious and seek to know Americans. They will
become friendly, even to sharing food and medical supplies. In some places, it will not
be uncommon for Russian Christians to join Americans in prayer.
The Chinese and Japanese forces will move on to India and other parts of Asia
intending to consolidate Asia into one empire. For this reason, they will begin to
withdraw fighting troops in the Americas. Within a year, occupation troop levels will drop
to three million, and then slip to near two million after the year’s end. Communist
commissars will begin arriving within six months of war’s end. It will take them about
another six months to begin to effectively administer city areas where the bulk of
surviving Americans are concentrated. It will take another year before they can bring the
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whole land under control.
Because of the vast destruction of cities, roads, bridges, communications, rail lines and
such, it will take the Communists two years to effectively control the continental mass.
Even then, the underground church and guerilla bands will be able to operate openly in
many areas. The Russians will be interested in taking industrial machinery and mineral
resources. China and Japan will go for raw materials, foodstuffs, and technicians.
During occupation, if you are concealing people from occupation authorities and are
asked if you know their whereabouts, simply say: “You can have all you can find.” [they
will search in any event.] But do not, in the name of Truth betray others to their
imprisonment and/or death. It is far better to turn away those seeking your help than to
receive them and turn them in later.
If asked whether you are a Christian or not, do not deny this, but openly acknowledge
that you belong to Jesus Christ. But in heaven’s name do not seek martyrdom. Do not
go down to Communist headquarters and shout aloud of your faith in Christ. That kind
of activity is akin to voluntary suicide.
Concerning provisions for our needs; do not limit God. He can and will provide for our
needs out of both the natural realm and the miraculous realm. We need to make
provision for our needs beforehand as the Lord would lead us, and then simply trust
Jesus for all the rest. Many Christians get confused on the issue of preparations,
thinking that having things beforehand is a lack of faith, whereas it is clinging to things
rather than clinging to Jesus that is the problem. Just recently in the month of January,
1979, I heard Corrie Ten Boon say on Christian TV: “Look around, be depressed, Look
within, be distressed, Look at Jesus, and be at rest.”
With the arrival of occupation, we will be living in what can be described as a news
blackout, as there will no longer be television, radio, newspapers, or magazines.
Christian communities in ‘green patches’ and this underground church will be the only
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source of real news [outside of occupation news reporting]. Christians will find
themselves relying heavily upon the word of prophecy, upon the Holy Spirit of Jesus to
know what to do. For instance, some people may want to return to homes left behind—
they should seek the Lord in prayer and fasting. The countryside in all of the Americas
will be radioactive wasteland in many places. It will remain that way for years. We will
need to rely heavily on the word of prophecy in the Body of Christ at this time—. The
Lord will speak to us, giving us explicit directions when asked. Submit humbly, to right
authority in the occupation forces and in your churches.
During the occupation, we are going to be put to the test. We are going to go through
the fire, for American Christians will: 1st be betrayed into Communist hands by some
church authorities, 2nd be betrayed into Communist hands by some of our family
members, 3rd be betrayed into Communist by brothers and sisters in Christ. In this time
of occupation, we must be extremely careful with those we trust and above all, we must
endure every trial, every and all betrayal with love and forgiveness. No matter what we
face, we must never deny Jesus Christ. We must remain faithful to the Body of Jesus
Christ even unto death.
Occupation will be no picnic. If you think it will be an adventure, it indeed will be an
adventure—mixed with pain, sorrow and trials, covered over with Jesus’ Spirit of peace,
joy and love. We must prepare our hearts even now with prayer and wholly trust in
Jesus to see us through every trial with His brilliant love, and boundless faith in God
and His goodness.
Those who have not prepared themselves in prayer and who do not cling to Jesus, will
be embittered by persecution and trials and confused, thinking the Lord Jesus has failed
them. They will withdraw from fellowship, afraid to trust anyone. Their love will grow
cold.
It is for this reason that the underground church need be formed, for its
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foundations will be established upon deep and everlasting relationships between
Christians committed to loving and serving Jesus and His Church. The visible
church will come under a terrible persecution. It will be run thru with informants,
restricted by an endless barrage of laws laid down by the conquerors. Membership in
the underground church will be considered treason, punishable by death; even so, the
church will grow stronger and come thru occupation intact. The underground church will
be built upon the Rock, Jesus Christ. All Christian denominations can be a part of it.
Love of Jesus and one another in the unity of the Holy Spirit will be the first love of this
underground church.
The Bible is to be the rule book for the underground church, and all decisions to be
made are to be prefaced with prayer and fasting. The Lord Jesus Christ is the only
recognized head of the underground church, and the Holy Spirit’s direction is to be the
foundation of its operation. The members of the underground church need to be in one
accord on any major decision; and should be constant in prayer in all things and for one
another…
When war comes, each Christian is to make a careful thorough search to find all letters,
notes, lists and photographs of, and from, Christians. Gather these in one place and
destroy all duplicates. Ultimately, destroy or hide — records that, if found, could lead to
members of the underground church. Use first names only, at all times, and at
meetings.
When the Communist Commissars arrive, they will consider ‘speaking the name of
Jesus’ as subversive. Preaching the Gospel of Jesus Christ will bring a thirty-year
prison sentence and later, death. The Chinese will treat proselytizing as revisionist, and
execute a sentence of death by beheading or burying alive.
Occupation will last about seven years — Prayer can shorten the time of occupation.
The U. S. military units which are cut off from the main body during the war, or have
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been bypassed or isolated, need to make a decision. The land will not be able to
support large military units, so the men must form guerilla bands and go into hiding, or
find civilian clothing and try to get back home. Surrendering, will automatically result in
being deported to labor camps outside the Americas. The guerilla bands should not be
larger than fifteen men per unit. Jesus told us not to discourage guerilla activity—but to
encourage it—and that it be Christ centered in both purpose and attitude.
The Communists at first desired to kill off the entire U.S. population. This will prove not
only impractical, but also beyond their means. They will attempt to enact and enforce a
plan to Russianize the Americas. They will change the names of cities and towns to
Russian names. The will uproot whole American communities and disperse them in
Russian and Eastern block nations, while transplanting whole Russian families to the
Americas. American Christian guerillas will thoroughly trouble these Russian families
until they flee to Russian compounds for safety. The Russians will then seize and
deport American men as slave labor into their own territory, leaving only a few men in
some areas to fulfill the hard-labor tasks. American women will also be compelled to
take on hard labor.
Russian leaders will plan to obliterate and totally submerge the American culture by
encouraging their troops to take American women as wives. Single women will be
compelled to take Russian men as husbands by a variety of ploys. Christian women,
will form large families with many children [most of them orphans]; with one man as
‘head of the household.’ This will frustrate the Russianization plan. The children will be
the ones who will realize God’s promises of full restoration.
The Chinese will hold endless mock trails of Americans and execute tens of thousands
for crimes against American people. Crimes such as being an Army Major, or owning a
grocery store, or being the president of a corporation, or holding the office of mayor,
and so on, will carry the death penalty. The Chinese and Japanese will launch a
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massive re-education program, as will the Russians. Some Americans will indeed be reeducated and become supportive of the occupation forces. Through all of this be
encouraged, for the hand of God is with us, and Jesus told us, “My body will never be
denied the victory.”
American families, captured soldiers, and men deported to eastern Europe or Russia or
China will be made up of many born-again Spirit-filled Christians. Though they have
gone out in chains, they are free in Christ, and will be empowered by the Holy Spirit for
the work before them. Years may pass in captivity but the freedom we have in Christ is
irresistible. Russia, its satellites, and Asia will be stirred up by and resound with the
Good News of the Gospel of Jesus Christ. Some will be killed. These will have
promoted ahead of us into Jesus’ loving arms. For us, death holds no terror. Those who
come through the deportation, will be sent back to the Americas. It is Jesus’ promise
that He will bring back home to this land most before He restores the land to us.
When the Communist commissars arrive in the first year of occupation, the sense or
feeling of freedom from the bondage to the now dead and destroyed social system of
the U.S. will end abruptly. A deep and seemingly sinister cloud of oppression and fear
will blanket the Americas. It will almost feel like a physical force. Prayer time will
become difficult. We will lose interest in reading the Bible and in daily prayer. Doubt will
assail us. It will be demonic oppression. This demonic oppression will dampen the ardor
of many Christians who depend upon feelings. We need to learn to pray by faith and not
by feelings, to know God’s Word and know it by faith in Jesus, to know that God hears
our prayers. Come under the blood of Jesus, and stay under the blood of Jesus.
Remain steadfast and trust in the Lord. Maintain a daily discipline of regular Bible study,
prayer and meditation on the Word of God. Pray for one another, persevere.
The war and occupation will have the effect of a fiery furnace. The impurities in the
Body of Christ, the division, the party spirit, the doctrinal feuds, the indifference, the
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rebelliousness, all of these and more will be burned away by persecution. These things
are in all of us, and not in any one person. But by God’s grace, the Body of Christ can
and will emerge united in love of Jesus and each other, obedient to God and mindful of
the purpose for which we are called.
Indeed, we can hold onto our prejudices, our doctrinal bondage, our stiffneckedness,
and we can also face yet another judgment!
During the occupation, we will find ourselves stripped of everything we have ever
leaned on and will find that Jesus is absolutely all we need.
Jesus says… “I Am! The day is coming when you shall look up and see your
deliverance at hand, for I shall come with a shout and hosts of heaven, and they shall
surround you and your household, yes, even your land, and you shall come together as
one in Me, even as I and the Father are One… My Word shall be in your heart; My hand
upon your head. Many shall dream dreams and visions shall abound… I will deliver you
from the hand of the enemy; I will drive out the occupying armies from the midst of the
land and drive them into the sea—their front to the eastern sea and their back to the
western sea… [there was much more on page 352.]
A number of Christians have assumed that this judgment is the ‘Great Tribulation,’ but it
is not the Tribulation; it is judgment upon these United States for sin. Too often rapture
is an excuse for our own laziness or unwillingness to face trials. Our job as Christians is
to be obedient to the Lord each and every day.
Towards the end of the occupation, the Communist nations will plan to murder every
known or suspected Christian under their realm of control. The Holy Spirit will move
upon Jeffery [code name for the military leader who will lead the guerilla bands to take
America back], and Jeffery will lead a small band of Christian men and women against
a Russian military base in the Ohio valley area. They will go out full of praise for God,
and the Russian Christians will join them; all the other enemy soldiers will be fear-struck
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and will flee. Tattered, ragged guerilla bands will slowly emerge from the hills and
wooded areas and join the tiny band, and the numbers of this Christian army will swell
greatly. On one occasion they will be assembled in a hilly plain somewhere in Ohio, on
a sunny day with out a cloud in the sky. The parched land will be brown from lack of
rainfall, and this Christian army will be kneeling—and praying—seeking God’s guidance
as they face the threat of a Russian air attack with nuclear bombs. As they pray, God
the Father will speak in an audible voice and say: “Behold My Hand!” With this, a strong
wind will spring up from the west, and dark clouds begin to appear out of nothing in the
clear blue sky above. Then wind will be extremely strong; a number who stand will
stumble to their knees; hats blown off, and the wind will begin to roar with an intensity
that cannot be described. The very earth will shudder. Russian bomber aircraft will blow
down, to crash and burst into flames. Aircraft on the ground in the east will be turned up
and over and crushed. I saw the fuselage on many planes break into pieces, and wings
ripped off. I watched hangers collapse and trees being uprooted.
Then lightening came streaking out of the sky, bolt after bolt, hundreds, then thousands
of bolts of lightening struck, killing many soldiers and causing even greater destruction.
Then came a heavy rain and even heavier hail. The whole of the eastern area of the
former United States felt the impact of this furious storm. The Russians were not only
dispersed but panic-stricken as well. The Russian air force in the Americas were
destroyed. Yet I also saw the homes of Christians in these parts, with not a window
broken, while other houses to the right and left were destroyed or damaged.
We are clearly aware of the fact that the Lord our God is indeed, mightily going to give
this enemy into our hands. At that time we will be faced with a decision. Will we obey
the Lord when He tells us to drive them into the sea? or will we argue with Him on that
point? This army, coming through occupation, will obey the Lord when He says, “Drive
them into the sea.” They will obey the Lord their God and the land will be free.
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After this nation is restored, we will begin at last to judge ourselves and our nation
according to God’s Word. World laws will be founded upon His Word, and in His love;
and we will deal mercifully with those who see mercy, and justly with those who have
hardened their hearts against the Lord. Anybody involved with witchcraft or satan
worship will be brought before the people and dealt with as the Lord instructed His
people on Mt. Sinai. No longer are we going to allow evil to multiply in our midst.
At this time we are going to have a totally different out look on satan and on sin. God
takes a hard line against evil. He is merciful to those who seek mercy. He is a just and
loving God. Yet, because we have allowed satan to overrun this land, and because we
have backed off and been merciful to satan who has already been judged, for this some
197,000,000 people in this nation shall die in this coming judgment. [In 2000 there is an
estimated 260 million people in the U.S.A.] Give satan ground in your life today and
tomorrow you will reap a crop of death.
In this restoration, we will see a Church with more than just a few great leaders, or even
many leaders; rather we will see the Church restored where all will function as priests
and ministers unto the Lord. The head of the woman shall be man, and head of man,
shall be Christ. Jesus Christ, will be our Shepherd, Lord and Ruler. He will be the Way,
the Truth, and the Life. We will report to the Lord for our instructions, yet remain in
loving submission to the whole body of Christ in the unity of the Holy Spirit.
The job of restoration will go on, which is 1st establish His Kingdom on earth; and
another 2nd to drive satan into the bottomless pit.”
Out of this war, occupation, and persecution, will emerge an army of spiritual battlehardened Christians, an army of loving Christians clothed in the whole armor of God.
Armageddon…. Satan is taken and thrown into the bottomless pit. The Kingdom of
Heaven shall be established on earth and peace shall last for a thousand years [which
is like one day to God]. [to page 357]
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17.7 October 3, 1978, Prophetic Word, Judgment Is Set — I asked the Lord Jesus if
this nation was beyond intercessory prayer — Jesus responded: “It is beyond
intercession but never beyond prayer.” [page 325]
17.8 August 31, 1985, Prophetic Word, Accidental Nuclear Exchange — Jesus
stated to Chuck, “My son, you will be watching December 14th, this being my will for it is
vastly more dangerous than you realize now.” Here Jesus was referring to the date
revealed years earlier, December 14th, which is the date for an accidental nuclear
exchange between Russia and the United States.
17.9 October 15, 1985, Prophetic Word, Missiles & Accidental Nuclear Exchange
— Jesus to Chuck, “There will be an explosion of terrible consequence – yet the greater
explosion is stopped by this union in me… missiles will come, many will fall away, some
will strike in fires of death and misery but you in union withstand most – you know.” …
accidental nuclear exchange to occur.
17.10 Invasion Details – Of The Map Of The U.S.A. — [Take special notice of the five
major locations of safety zones: Northern New York, Northern Dakota, Northern
Washington State, Central Arkansas, and Northern Florida, these are five places that
God stated He will keep many alive.
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Colorized version of Hand Map, by Paul
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Basic Interstate Map of the Fighting Zones, alone. paul@survivalprimer.com
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Roman numerals indicate estimated Modified Mercalli intensities for a 6.5
magnitude earthquake. Based on maps in W. Atkinson, 1989, The Next New
Madrid Earthquake, Southern Illinois University Press

Map by Chuck Youongbrandt
Safety Areas — see map above, [horizontal lines] numbered 1,2,3,4, and 5. These are
the ‘general areas’ that God the Father circled with His finger during the vision on the
Mount of the Most High. It continues to mean to us that God the Father will provide food
and lodging here for many Americans during the war. These are not to be confused
with, ‘Green Pastures’ which are smaller areas of safety [some just a few acres in size]
scattered across the nation. Many will be led by diving inspiration or angels to these
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places when the need is most apparent.
Earthquake Zone — lines slanting from North points to South East] Every city and town
within this area can be expected to be destroyed or heavily damaged by the
earthquake.
Underwater — [criss-crossing lines] Florida’s southern half will be under water. Also
some parts of southern Alabama and Louisiana will be under water. The exact areas
are not known, but they are quite likely to be low lying areas close to sea level.
Fighting Zones — [bold lines with arrows] Generally speaking, everything within fifty
[50] miles of these lines will probably be destroyed by advancing enemy forces. These
areas will be combat zones, and battle routes, thereby the sites of many pitched battles.
Unless the Lord distinctly leads you to stay in one of these zones, plan to move to
safety, after the Chicago earthquake.
LAST U.S. Stronghold — [lines slanting from North points to South West] Here the
U.S. Army surrounded by Russian, Chinese and Japanese and other nations armed
forces will fight to the finish. Hutchison, Kansas salt mine is likely to be the
headquarters for our government and President during the war after the fall of
Washington, D.C.
Jesus had said that the Russian armed forces would invade the East coast, at two
points North of New York City and three points South of New York City — and has since
shown us that the main Russian invasion will take place at Slaughter Beach in the Bay
of Delaware by 132,427 troops. A diversionary invasion force of some strength would
land on the coast of Virginia. The other points [with question marks] are unknown to us
and we strongly suspect that they are designed to seize airfields, as the Russians will
make use of airpower to bring in troops and equipment in the early phase of the
invasion and to support their drive inland.
The Chinese-Japanese invasions are widely dispersed, and due to Gods intervention,
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their San Francisco beachhead will be wiped out. Yet later, they will re-take the city by
land route from Los Angeles. You will note that Chinese troops will land in Mexico and
cross the U.S. border towards San Diego.
You may draw a line in the Rocky Mountains, and in the Appalachian Mountain range
[about half way between Pittsburgh and Harrisburg, Pennsylvania] to indicate the
general line the U.S. Army will hold against the invaders in the winter of the year of the
war…
While China and Japan will give us serious trouble — it will be Russia, who will be the
strongest enemy we face in the war and the only one capable of bringing the United
States down militarily.
While God is against us as a nation and a people, there is no hope of winning this war.
The only hope the nation has rests in repentance, a change of heart, and turning to
Jesus Christ wholly. [pages 375-377]
Added 2006 -------------------------Colorized Hand Map Booklet Multiple
Pages, multiple prints, about 5 megs,
easier to download with today's faster
connections.
2006 Colorized Hand Map Page Has the
booklet above linked, with separate
pictures that you can print.
4 July 2006 The War Itself.htm
12 pages of the text from this web page, with added plates.
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[ Paul’s Note, written in February, 2005: "Year" dates were added to the
prophecies, after they were given. I have seen some such dates as around 2000
or 2002, or 2003, after none of the 70's or 80's, (or I assume, 90's dates) worked
out. When the events did not happen on the dates given, the prophesies were
thought not to be true.
The "year" dates had not been given as part of the prophesies.
Suffice to say that each "year" date given, so far, has not been the right one.
There was to be teaching mixed with error, AFTER these initial writings. Such
things as having a "school for prophets," of a "prophesy club," are, on their very
face, not scriptural. I believe that these are true prophecies, given by true
prophets.
It is not our place to judge other people. I believe God actually gave the vision,
but it got "polluted," over time. The word was true, and I still witness to it, some
thirty years after first hearing it. The Word of God is present in these papers,
unpolluted, and He Has inspired them. Ask the Holy Spirit to show you, in Jesus’
Name, what is actually true, and He will. I am praying that for you now, for each
reader, as I type these lines. The author if this paper, at the end, will speak of
more doctrinal problems that arose. ]
17.11 1983, Vision, Accidental Nuclear Attack — When the Spirit of God took me up
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‘In The Spirit’ on September, 1983 and placed me above the earth in outer space [the
darkside of the earth] I was looking down on the earth [it was very dark and I could
hardly make out land from sea initially] I saw the Russians accidentally fire off 12
ICBM’s [each Russian missile has a minimum of 3 nuclear warheads, some as many as
10]. I also witnessed the frantic efforts of the Russian technicians to destroy the
nuclear-tipped missiles roaring skyward. Many exploded in response to the self-destruct
commands given by the Russians but some did not respond and continued the roar
skyward.
The Lord God had placed me just above the area where the missiles would mirv
[warheads break away from the main body and begin to move downtrack to different
targets in the U.S.]. I witnessed many nuclear warheads come through and saw two
things, the Hand of God destroyed some and at the same time we had some kind of
satellite/s in orbit that fired something [whether it was a laser or some kind of missile I
don’t know] and now I saw nuclear warheads being exploded to bits, one after another.
One warhead was hit by a glancing blow and though it was not destroyed it now
wobbled off course — this nuclear bomb was headed for New York City but would now
wobble off to the north, hitting and exploding in a valley near a place called “Jones
Point, New York.” This in effect spared New York City from being destroyed although it
would be heavily damaged.
Following this I witnessed the remaining Russian nuclear bombs re-enter the
atmosphere which burned like falling stars. Then all was quiet and the night darkness
returned. Suddenly I saw and heard a “whomp” and a brilliant ball of fire exploded over
a city [Lexington, Kentucky] then in quick succession three more “whomps” and three
brilliant fireballs on the east coast of the U.S.A. [New York, New York; Richmond,
Virginia; and Columbia, South Carolina.]
In September of 1983 God the Father shewed me the accidental nuclear exchange
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between Russia and the U.S. and at the end of the vision He showed me the month of
“December” as the time of year when this would happen. In 1989 Jesus told me that
George Bush would be President at the time of the accidental nuclear attack. At no time
did the Lord reveal what year this would happen.
From: The Staff and Sword Ministry, 917 West Jackson Avenue, Spokane,
Washington 99205-3338 newsletter, dated December 13, 2000, page 16-18.
17.12 March 15/16, 1989, Prophetic Word, Judgment Set/Accidental Nuclear
Attack On Four Cities In America — Jesus to Chuck, “…yet for rebellion nuclear
disaster cannot be stopped anymore.” [The four cities Chuck received that would be
accidentally nuclear bombed on a December 14th, 20??: Lexington, Kentucky;
Columbia, Carolina; Richmond, Virginia; and New York. Chuck goes into more details in
his video available from The Prophecy Club®.]
17.13 Vision &Prophetic Word, Coming Events Summarized — The following is
information given by God to His prophet, Chuck Youngbrandt. As described in
Revelation chapters 17 and 18, judgment will come on Babylon the Great, and we
believe it will commence very soon. We understand Babylon the Great to be America.
The reasons for judgment are given within those verses and are obvious to all with a
sense of God's point of view and His character. And, national moral error always has its
national consequences. God judges nations while they are yet a nation. Chuck divides
the judgment into a three year progression. [Example: If we assume the judgment would
start in the year 2000. (not saying that it would for sure start this year)] It will progress
into an enemy occupation of America lasting seven years. At the end of the seven
years, the occupying armies will be driven out. Weatherwise the year will start with a
very rainy spring. On June 9th it gets very hot and no rain with resulting crop failures. In
October it will begin to be very very cold. There will be volcanic eruption on the west
coast. A destructive hurricane will hit the New Orleans area in September, followed on
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the 19th by an earthquake in St. Louis. This hurricane, [Sept in New Orleans,] is a sign
that in the following December an accidental Russian firing of a nuclear missile attack
on America will occur. While the Russians try to stop them, 4 get through. They hit
Lexington KY, Columbia SC, Richmond, VA, and just north of New York City. The U.S.
counter attacks and hits three Russian cities. In this year North Korea will attack South
Korea, China attacks Taiwan. War again in the Persian Gulf where we loose. The stock
market will start its fall in July and will result in one half the people being out of work
with great inflation and coupled with food shortages, starvation will start. From other
prophets like Dan Bohler, terrorist attacks will become common. The destruction of
trains, planes, school busses, power plants and on and on. With our economy reduced,
fuel will be in short supply. Food riots will start in August, August will be a real turning
point. Those who are rebellious against God will now rebel against the government
including the communists fifth columnists we have here. Military troops will have to be
called out as a result. Some will repent but many will continue in rebellion. God said
90% of the rebellious and disobedient church people will die during this time. What
sounds like germ warfare or at least a plague breaks out in California and Georgia
killing thousands as it spreads, panic and fear will result. China and Japan buddy up
closer in their economies, Japan out of fear, no doubt.
Example of the second year, 2001, weatherwise there is the very cold winter, some
places no snow and others to much, -46 degrees in Chicago. Eighty percent of the
homes in America will be without heat and with little food many will starve to death.
Dead bodies will lie in the streets. It will reach 120 degrees by mid May. The year starts
out in January with an earthquake in northern Iowa followed in February by another one
in Boston and then they become very common throughout the year. In late spring God's
prophets will go across the land calling people to repentance, many will repent.
Electrical power will be rationed, this may be the result of the strange and powerful
ejecta from the sun which can destroy power grid hardware like it did in Quebec in
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1989, that little one cost 10 million to repair. Oil imports are cut off. Very little food.
Again half the people out of work. Mexico and Canada restrict how many Americans
can cross over. Fear, pain, and misery for the unbelievers. Miracles for the Christians,
food increased, dead raised. At this time persecution of Christians will go wild with
government approval.
Next during the third year, in the summer, July 5th, a mighty, very powerful earthquake
hits Chicago, it will be heard for 500 miles around, knock people off their feet in Detroit.
The water in Lake Michigan will rush to the north and then return 15 stories high and
totally destroy Chicago. The water will continue down the Mississippi river valley wiping
out all the cities in its path including New Orleans. Thirty days later, angels will tell the
Christians where to flee, and seven days after, an all out nuclear attack will hit America.
At this time in Florida most of the southern half of the state from Orlando south will go
under ocean water, be gone. The U.S. Military will have received a death blow, very
little military left. Two months later is the invasion. Russian troops land at Slaughter
Beach, Delaware, they move on into Philadelphia where no one is alive from 3 neutron
bombs. They take over many air fields and land a million in personnel. China, Cuba,
Mexico, Japan, Nicaragua, Serbia, and one other country join in the attack. On the west
coast the Chinese land and enter through Mexico with Mexican help and up into
California, they also land at San Francisco. They land in Astoria, Oregon with mainly
Japanese personnel. In California the Chinese are ordered to kill all Americans. They
dig great holes with earthmovers and bury people alive. This is stopped by a battle in
San Francisco where the Chinese general who promoted "death to all" was killed.
Alaska was taken by the Russians and they killed everyone there. Hawaii surrendered
to the Japanese. The Russians will take some Americans back to Russia for slave
labor. Russia and China will plunder the land. Chuck saw busts of Karl Marx set up in
churches and people worshiped him. As the seven years go by, children are sold for
food. Chuck said at this time you could buy a child for a pack of cigarettes. Witches and
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homosexuals will hunt Christians for food, cannibalism! Near the end of this occupation
Americans were put on trains, told they were going to reeducation camps, and taken to
slaughter houses where they were processed for food, again the satanic groups wish to
kill millions of people. This is when the anointed Leader of the Land, by God's power,
drives the invaders out. When this starts happening the "enemy" Christian soldiers that
are here join with the Americans driving the others out. All totaled 70% of Americans will
have died. Store food? YES! Shoot at the enemy when they come, one against the
many? NO! Look to God always. Do not fear the enemy, fear God, Rev 14:7.
Jesus, why are you telling me this, Chuck asked. "That my children should prepare their
hearts for these things and believe on me, for I am able to supply all your needs in
every adversity. That you walk in faith and not fear. That you stand upon my promises
and see them. That you abide in my love and know that I am the Lord thy God."
You may listen to Chuck Youngbrandt, Al Cuppett, Stanislav Lunev, Jeff Nyquist and
many others on the Internet at www.prophecyclub.com.1
From: The Staff and Sword Ministry, 917 West Jackson Avenue, Spokane,
Washington 99205-3338 newsletter, dated March 29, 1999, Issue #00067.
[Author’s note: The author of this complete document, upon hearing Chuck
Youngbrandt’s vision, decided to go to a large local library and locate any
information on whether or not Chicago, Illinois has ever had a earthquake or any
available information showing that there is a fault zone. To my surprise this is
what I found:
Previous Earthquakes in the Mississippi Valley: “The earthquake known as the
New Madrid earthquake was not the first felt in the region is shown by written
records, by Indian traditions, and by geologic evidence. Recorded
earthquakes/shocks — of the shocks felt by the early settlers the best summary
is supplied by Drake, he names 5 earthquakes and the fifth being: ‘The fifth and
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only additional shock of which I have been furnished with any certain accounts,
occurred in the southern neighborhood of Lake Michigan, at 10 minutes past 2
o’clock p.m. on the 20th of August 1804. At Fort Dearborn [Chicago] on the bank
of the lake, it was severe. From the report of Capt. William Whistler, it must have
been a stronger throe than any experienced at this place. It was succeeded by a
short hurricane from the lake. At Fort Wayne [Indiana], lying considerably to the
east-southeast, it was less violent. John Johnston, Esq. My informant, remarks
that the day at the place was clear and warm without any unusual appearance.
The general course of the earthquake was undoubtedly that of a line passing
through those two forts. Geologic evidence — Evidence of shocks long
antedating that of 1811 is very conclusive.”
Also, a number of other Christians have also received this major earthquake
coming to the mid-west of the United States.
In addition, it came to my attention recently that the 1994 Bolivia 8.2 earthquake
went ? miles down, cracked the earth’s core. With the earth’s core cracked,
volcanoes can show up in cornfields I was told. You will need to check this
comment out for accuracy.
In addition, on September 2, 1999 a 3.5 Richter earthquake shook Rockford,
Illinois which is north of Chicago, Illinois showing activity, this was the strongest
earthquake to hit there in 27 years [1972]
One other bit of information I think and feel I need to provide you with, has to do
with a doctrine Chuck Youngbrandt has picked up along his Christian walk. At
the time Chuck received the above open vision in the 1970’s, I do not believe he
had picked up this doctrine yet. He had picked the doctrine up by the 1990’s. The
doctrine is that Chuck believes and tries to get others to believe that “Adam is or
was Satan.” Chuck does push this doctrine in his newsletters and I do only think
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it is right to forewarn you. Now just because a person may have picked up a false
doctrine, unless that false doctrine is involved in basic Christianity, like the Cross
of Calvary or the Blood of Jesus for salvation — where we must go through
Jesus Christ, well if it is not of this truth, than I am under the impression that God
will not send a person to Hell over it. I am by no means any expert on this
subject, however, it does appear that God will not send you to hell over certain
false doctrine, but I would seem to think that would have some limits to it… for if
you tried to mess around with salvation truths… you may lose your salvation,
however, the many many other doctrines… there seems to be some grace
applied. As we all know, most churches have false doctrines or beliefs which are
not biblical, so in that case most people in those churches would go to hell. I
think not, grace is being applied here by God, lest no one be in heaven. Yes, it
has been brought to Chuck’s attention, and some proof has tried to be provided
that this doctrine could not be possible, but Chuck refuses to let it go. He also
believes that the Devil and Satan are two beings, this doctrine may have some
merit to it, for the verse in Revelation 12:9 may support it or not. Let each of you
beware of these doctrines now, ahead of time lest you fall into what appears to be
false doctrines. The Gifts of God come without repentance, meaning Chuck may
have heard correctly from God regarding this major Chicago earthquake and
invasion, and yet have picked up false doctrines along the way, as other great
men and women of God have done; for this reason I will not omit his open vision.
From: the book, “The Staff And The Sword,” by Cliff Collins and Chuck
Youngbrandt, 1979. The Staff & Sword Ministry, 917 West Jackson Avenue,
Spokane, Washington 99205-3338, 509.326.7389.
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From 4 July 2006 The War Itself.htm Place names clearer.
You may right- click on the above map and save the picture to your hard drive. Print it
on your printer, or copy it to a disk, or diskette, and take it to a digital photo counter, at a
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drug store, and print it. Works well as a 4 by 6.
4 July 2006 The WarItself.pdf Main part of the web page, minus the plates, which are
below, also in PDF.
USA Russian_Inv_Map_Huge_FightingZones1.jpg Large Map of USA, 3.4
Megabytes, takes a lot of time. Will show small on your computer, but if you let it
show the actual size, it will blow up to the size in the following plates.
Color Plates from the The War Itself web page, posted here and available in PDF:
4 July 2006 The War Itself_Plates.pdf

Map Discussion, again, expanded color plates from large file,
USARussian_Inv_Map_Huge_FightingZones1.jpg that you can right click on and upload
to your computer. Allow to show Actual Size, (control A in Windows Picture and Fax
viewer,) and you can "pan around" the whole country.
-------------------------------------------------------------

These are the fighting zones: [bold lines with arrows] Generally speaking, everything
within fifty [50] miles of these lines will probably be destroyed by advancing enemy
forces. These areas will be combat zones, and battle routes, thereby the sites of many
pitched battles. Unless the Lord distinctly leads you to stay in one of these zones, plan
to move to safety, after the Chicago earthquake.
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The Chinese – Japanese forces landing on the Baja California, Mexico, area will move
over the border to Los Angeles, California, and from there east to Phoenix, Arizona, to
Tucson, Arizona; to Las Cruces, New Mexico, to El Paso, Texas. The Chinese will send
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another force from Los Angeles up the cast to San Francisco, and advance from there
to Reno, Nevada; to Winnemucca, Nevada — to Salt Lake City, Utah; to Rock Springs,
Wyoming to Cheyenne, Wyoming, to North Platte, Nebraska, to Grand Island,
Nebraska.
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LAST U.S. Stronghold Here the U.S. Army surrounded by Russian, Chinese and
Japanese and other nations armed forces will fight to the finish. Hutchison, Kansas salt
mine is likely to be the headquarters for our government and President during the war
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after the fall of Washington, D.C.
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These are the fighting zones: Russians forces will split into two main army fronts past
Wilmington, Delaware. The main force will move from Philadelphia west to Harrisburg,
Pennsylvania, and from Pittsburgh to Cleveland, Ohio, and from Cleveland generally
west… The second force will move west from Pittsburgh to Columbus, Ohio, then to
Indianapolis, Indiana, and then to St. Louis, Missouri.
The Soviet forces moving south will advance from Philadelphia to Baltimore, Maryland;
to Washington, D.C.; to Richmond, Virginia; to Raleigh, North Carolina; to Columbia,
South Carolina; to Knoxville, Tennessee, and to Nashville, Tennessee. The second
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force will move from Greenville to Atlanta, Georgia and to Montgomery, Alabama.
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Though not in the text, the original Hand Map showed a line from Knoxville, Tennessee,
to Cincinnati, Ohio. As well, it looks like they go through Ashville, North Carolina, at
some point, from the way the map runs.
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Again, files you can upload to your hard drive
4July2006TheWarItself.pdf
FightingZones_Plate001.jpg
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Expanding the Non-Fighting Zones.
No particular claims are made, and all drawings are approximate.
Read George Washington's Vision
Reference: Vision, A Call to Arms. Main page for the Call to Arms
prophecies, also called the Chicago Prophesies, or the Youngbrandt
Prophecies, variously. Also see: LinksToMain.htm
Companion Pages
Expanding_the_Discussion.htm
Expanding_The_Fighting_Zones.htm
Expanding_the_Earthquake_Discussion.htm

Still Under Construction.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------Rough draft, free flow of ideas section.
I have been in many areas of this country that might one day be Green areas, or
areas of Safety. Most of the mountainous chains of this country will be hard to
occupy. People can live an move freely through most of them. I live near the
Appalachian Mountains, and I feel sure there will be American people there for years,
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if this country should be invaded. Look for me there, if things should get bad.
Will continue with this...
-------------------------------------------------------------
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Safety Areas — see map above, [horizontal lines] numbered 1,2,3,4, and 5. These
are the ‘general areas’ that God the Father circled with His finger during the vision on
the Mount of the Most High. It continues to mean to us that God the Father will
provide food and lodging here for many Americans during the war. These are not to
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be confused with, ‘Green Pastures’ which are smaller areas of safety [some just a
few acres in size] scattered across the nation. Many will be led by diving inspiration or
angels to these places when the need is most apparent.
With the arrival of occupation, we will be living in what can be described as a news
blackout, as there will no longer be television, radio, newspapers, or magazines.
Christian communities in ‘green patches’ and this underground church will be the only
source of real news [outside of occupation news reporting]. Christians will find
themselves relying heavily upon the word of prophecy, upon the Holy Spirit of Jesus
to know what to do. For instance, some people may want to return to homes left
behind—they should seek the Lord in prayer and fasting. The countryside in all of the
Americas will be radioactive wasteland in many places. It will remain that way for
years. We will need to rely heavily on the word of prophecy in the Body of Christ at
this time—. The Lord will speak to us, giving us explicit directions when asked.
Submit humbly, to right authority in the occupation forces and in your churches.
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What might 300 miles around the Chicago Earthquake look like?
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Earthquake Zone — lines slanting from North points to South East] Every city and town within this area can be expected to be
destroyed or heavily damaged by the earthquake......

OnePageChiQuake_PDF.pdf
Over the years since 1973, the Lord by His Holy Spirit has continued to give a deeper understanding of this disaster of disasters.
Today, we know that Chicago will be the center of an earthquake that will have an approximate destructive radius of 300 miles.
We believe it will be the worst earthquake ever recorded in human history, second to none in destructiveness. The cities that will
be flattened by this earthquake will be Chicago, Illinois; St. Paul, Minnesota; Milwaukee, Wisconsin; St. Louis, Missouri;
Louisville, Kentucky; Indianapolis, Indiana; Detroit, Michigan; Toledo, Ohio; Cleveland, Ohio; Columbus, Ohio; Cincinnati, Ohio;
and Kansas City, Missouri. Southern Ontario and part of southwestern Quebec, Canada, will be obliterated by the waters of the
Great Lakes as they "backwash" and just before they return as a wall over Chicago and other areas. The Lord, by the Holy
Spirit, revealed that the sound of the cracking of the ground or fault will be so fierce that windows will be shattered in Des
Moines, Iowa, some 316 miles from Chicago. When the earthquake hits, people will be knocked off their feet in Detroit and trees
will fall out of the ground in St. Louis, some 269 miles from Chicago --- literally, the whole continental mass will tremble. Chicago
Prophecies.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------July 5th — One summer day, at twelve o’clock noon, the Midwest will be devastated by one of the most
destructive earthquakes in recorded history. After the earthquake and subsequent flooding by the Great Lakes,
there will be left intact, whole Christian communities much like islands in a sea of destruction. Survivors will
stumble in shock into these areas.
Christians are to receive the injured, tend to their wounds, feed the hungry. In the Midwest, after the earthquake,
most survivors will be children. The earthquake destroys Chicago, Illinois and Midwest [most destructive
earthquake in recorded history. For those outside of the Midwest earthquake zone, news of this earthquake will
be warning enough.
Now, within thirty-seven days, Russia, China and Japan will attack this nation. Anyone living within an area
where there is a major airbase, naval base or missile installation located should consider leaving. The Lord will
warn, mostly with angels, and yet those who have a personal relationship with Jesus will get a word from Jesus
directly, as He wills.
We can not and will not win this war. God’s hand is against this nation. We will be overcome as a nation, we will
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be humbled in defeat and occupied. Many who will take their lives in these times. Chicago Prophecies.

------------------------------Next during the third year, in the summer, July 5th, a mighty, very powerful earthquake hits Chicago, it will be
heard for 500 miles around, knock people off their feet in Detroit. The water in Lake Michigan will rush to the
north and then return 15 stories high and totally destroy Chicago. The water will continue down the Mississippi
river valley wiping out all the cities in its path including New Orleans.
Thirty days later, angels will tell the Christians where to flee, and seven days after, an all out nuclear attack will
hit America. At this time in Florida most of the southern half of the state from Orlando south will go under ocean
water, be gone. The U.S. Military will have received a death blow, very little military left. Two months later is the
invasion. Russian troops land at Slaughter Beach, Delaware, they move on into Philadelphia where no one is
alive from 3 neutron bombs.
They take over many air fields and land a million in personnel. China, Cuba, Mexico, Japan, Nicaragua, Serbia,
and one other country join in the attack. On the west coast the Chinese land and enter through Mexico with
Mexican help and up into California, they also land at San Francisco. They land in Astoria, Oregon with mainly
Japanese personnel. In California the Chinese are ordered to kill all Americans. They dig great holes with
earthmovers and bury people alive.
This is stopped by a battle in San Francisco where the Chinese general who promoted "death to all" was killed.
Alaska was taken by the Russians and they killed everyone there. Hawaii surrendered to the Japanese. The
Russians will take some Americans back to Russia for slave labor. Russia and China will plunder the land. Chuck
saw busts of Karl Marx set up in churches and people worshiped him. As the seven years go by, children are
sold for food. Chuck said at this time you could buy a child for a pack of cigarettes. Chicago Prophecies.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Other Articles: Years ago events like these were talked about in what have been called the Chicago Prophecies. "That my children
should prepare their hearts for these things and believe on me, for I am able to supply all your needs in every adversity. That you walk
in faith and not fear. That you stand upon my promises and see them. That you abide in my love and know that I am the Lord thy God."
New Madrid Fault and the Mississippi Valley Earthquake
San Andreas Set for Big One June, 2006. Some have said that the large Earthquake in Chicago takes place one month after the one
in California.
..\FEMA gives the New Madrid Fault top priority in 2006

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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CHICA G O P R O P HE CIE S E M A IL , J U L Y 2 0 0 6
J esu s, wh y a re yo u telling m e a ll th is, Ch u c k a sked.
"Th a t m y c h ildren sh o u ld p rep a re th eir h ea rts fo r th ese th ings a nd b elieve o n m e, fo r I a m a b le to
su p p ly a ll yo u r needs in every a dversity. Th a t yo u wa lk in fa ith a nd no t fea r. Th a t yo u sta nd u p o n m y
p ro m ises a nd see th em . Th a t yo u a b ide in m y lo ve a nd kno w th a t I a m th e L o rd th y G o d."
HO W I HE A R D A B O U T THE M
B a c k in th e 7 0 's, wh ile in a p ra yer m eeting, so o n a fter I left th e A rm y, B ill, th e lea der, sa id th a t
h e h a d h ea rd so m e ta p es like "wh a t yo u a re a lwa ys ta lking a b o u t, P a u l."
Yea rs p rio r I h a d a visio n, b efo re I knew wh a t a visio n wa s, o f wa lking th ro u gh a deva sta ted
U nited S ta tes.
B ill fu rth er sta ted th a t th e gu ys o n th e ta p e h a d p ro p h esied a n ec o no m ic a greem ent b etween
Ch ina a nd J a p a n, th a t h a d ju st c o m e tru e. Th ey fu rth er sa id th a t th e su p p o sed ec o no m ic p a c t wa s
a c tu a lly a m u tu a l defense p a c k.
I a m no t go ing to give yo u m a ny fu rth er deta ils, o n th is p a ge, o f th e p ro p h ec ies.
S o m e h a ve b een m o ved to la u gh ter, b y th ese m a tters. Th a t b eing a s it m a y, I h a ve c o ntinu ed
to p u ll th e p ro p h ec ies o u t, fro m tim e to tim e, o ver th e yea rs.
A s sta ted, th e o rigina ls, a re p o sted o n m y web p a ge, V isio n, A Ca ll to A rm s.
HO W THIN G S S TA R TE D
Ch u c k Yo u ngb ra ndt a nd Cliff Co llins, fro m Ch ic a go , h a d p u t o u t c a ssette ta p es o f wh a t th e
L o rd h a d sh o wed th em . Th e were led to c a ll th em th e "A Ca ll to A rm s" ta p es.
Th e fo rm o f th e p o sted written p ro p h esies fo llo w c lo sely th e "A Ca ll to A rm s" ta p es. If a nyo ne
h a s a n a u dib le c o p y o f th em , p lea se let m e kno w. p a u l@ su rviva lp rim er.c o m
Th ere were few c o m p u ters b a c k th en, a nd no internet. Ta p es were o ften c o p ied fro m
p erso n-to -p erso n, b y p la c ing th em side-b y-side, in a ro o m . Did no t wo rk well, a fter severa l c o p ies.
F idelity went o u t th e windo w o f th e ro o m th ey ta p e-c o p ied in.
E A R L Y M A TE R IA L .
S o m e o f th e written p a ssa ges fro m th e p ro p h ec ies a re th ere b ec a u se th ey were o rigina lly
ta p es. Desc rib ing th e F igh ting Z o nes is o ne ex a m p le. O n a no th er p a ge, I will a ttem p t to ex p a nd th e
desc rip tio n.
Th e Ha nd M a p wa s ju st th a t, a b la c k-a nd-wh ite m a p . I u sed to h a ve o ne, b u t let o th ers
p eo p les disda in effec t m y ju dgm ent. O n th e p revio u s p a ge, I p o sted a sc a n I did find th e la st tim e I
a sked p eo p le fo r info fro m th o se da ys. It wa s c o lo riz ed a nd fix ed u p , b y m yself, o ver tim e.
TO CHICA G O L A N D
A fter lea ving th e A rm y, U S B erlin B riga de, I b ec a m e a Civilia n Dep t. O f Defense em p lo yee,
do ing th e sa m e jo b , fo r a wh ile. N o t rea lly fo r m e, I left th e G o vernm ent a fter less th a n a yea r.
Wh ile th ere, I c o ntinu ed th e investiga tio n o f th e A Ca ll to A rm s ta p es th a t h a d b egu n, in th e
m o nth s a fter lea ving th e A rm y. A t F o rt M ea de, I b ega n to tell p eo p le a b o u t th e P ro p h ec ies, a nd
fo u nd m a ny o f th e sa m e m ind, wh o h a d never h ea rd th em .
O ne o f th e V a rio u s-S ec u rity-S ervic es-m em b ers I knew b a c k th en to ld m e th a t th ey c o u ld no t
"c o nfirm o r deny" a ny o f wh a t I ta lked a b o u t, b u t th a t "I wa s c lo ser to th e tru th th a n I knew."
Th a t sta tem ent so rt o f sc a red m e. I wa s new to th is P ro p h esy b u siness, a nd to "h ea ring th e
vo ic e o f th e L O R D."

THE NEW FEAST
One of the things that happened during those years was that they called a meeting, called the
"New Feast," in Chicago. It was called to network, and try to get ready. The Prophets had set the
first of many dates, July 5 th, 1 9 77 as the date for the Chicago Earthq uake. That date, and many
others they set, came and went to no event. I still believe the prophesies to be true, as first given.
The truth of that will, or will not show itself, in time. For now humor me, you may never need
any of these papers I have posted. You can also laugh at me, I won't mind. Rather that they never
be needed, than needed, and not posted.
TO CONTINUE..
I "felt led," as some put it, to take some time off to attend the New Feast. Having heard about
it from an audio tape, I lacked details as to how to get there. As I remember, it was in Des Planes,
Illinois. They did give an address to write to.
What I did, on what turned out to be God's leading, was to get everything ready for the trip to
Chicago, in my little Blue Volkswagen Bug. Figuring how long it would take from Maryland, to
Chicago, I got everything ready. When all was done, the Lord said.
"Now lay down, the mail will come at 2 PM with the directions, and you can go."
Laying down on the floor, to sleep, as I did in those days, I was awakened to the sound of a
letter hitting the floor.
The letter was a packet with tickets and directions to the New Feast. Enough about that, now.
I did meet both Chuck Youngbrandt and Cliff Collins, the two being a pair of prophets, at that time.
They did make tapes of that meeting, which I no longer have. If anyone out there does, contact
paul@survivalprimer.com
-------------------------------------DISPELLING A RUMOR.
Chuck and Cliff had made a road trip from Chicago to Washington to try to talk to President
Carter, in those years. They had hiked, carrying back-packs, but could accept rides, and places to
stay, along the way.
At least one person around here is adamant that I hiked out of Maryland to North Carolina,
with my backpack. That never happened. The person, even when I tell them I did not, still tells
others I did. Go figure. I guess that is how legends get started.
Another asked me point blank, if my first name, last name, or middle name, was Jeffrey. They
were asking me if I was the "Leader of the Land," anointed by the above two prophets on their
travels. Nope, not me, wrong again.
---------------------------------Well, that gets me to Chicago in the seventies, enough for now.
Will continue with this...
Above discussion section posted at
http://www.survivalprimer.com/2005 CallToArms/Expanding_ the_ Discussion.htm
and will be added to.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PAUL’S OUTLINE OF THE PROPHECIES THEMSELVES.

Full form posted at
http://www.survivalprimer.com/2005CallToArms/Vision_A_Call_to_Arms_2005.htm
Or just go to my main page., and find the link
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------July 5th — One summer day, at twelve o’clock noon, the Midwest will be devastated by one of
the most destructive earthquakes in recorded history. After the Earthquake and subsequent flooding
by the Great Lakes, there will be left intact, whole Christian communities much like islands in a sea of
destruction. Survivors will stumble in shock into these areas.
Christians are to receive the injured, tend to their wounds, feed the hungry. In the Midwest,
after the Earthquake, most survivors will be children. The Earthquake destroys Chicago, Illinois and
Midwest [most destructive Earthquake in recorded history. For those outside of the Midwest
Earthquake zone, news of this Earthquake will be warning enough.
Now, within thirty-seven days, Russia, China and Japan will attack this nation. Anyone living
within an area where there is a major airbase, naval base or missile installation located should
consider leaving. The Lord will warn, mostly with angels, and yet those who have a personal
relationship with Jesus will get a word from Jesus directly, as He wills.
We can not and will not win this war. God’s hand is against this nation. We will be overcome
as a nation, we will be humbled in defeat and occupied. Many who will take their lives in these times.
Chicago Prophecies.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Posting Map Discussion and Fighting Zones Text in this next section.
Map by Chuck Youngbrandt
Safety Areas — see map above, [horizontal lines] numbered 1,2,3 ,4 , and 5. These are the
‘general areas’ that God the Father circled with His finger during the vision on the Mount of the Most
High. It continues to mean to us that God the Father will provide food and lodging here for many
Americans during the war. These are not to be confused with, ‘Green Pastures’ which are smaller
areas of safety [some just a few acres in size] scattered across the nation. Many will be led by diving
inspiration or angels to these places when the need is most apparent.
Earthquake Zone — lines slanting from North points to South East] Every city and town within
this area can be expected to be destroyed or heavily damaged by the Earthquake.
Underwater — [criss-crossing lines] Florida’s southern half will be under water. Also some
parts of southern Alabama and Louisiana will be under water. The exact areas are not known, but
they are quite likely to be low lying areas close to sea level.
Fighting Zones — [bold lines with arrows] Generally speaking, everything within fifty [50] miles
of these lines will probably be destroyed by advancing enemy forces. These areas will be combat
zones, and battle routes, thereby the sites of many pitched battles. Unless the Lord distinctly leads
you to stay in one of these zones, plan to move to safety, after the Chicago Earthquake.
LAST U.S. Stronghold — [lines slanting from North points to South West] Here the U.S. Army
surrounded by Russian, Chinese and Japanese and other nations armed forces will fight to the finish.
Hutchison, K ansas salt mine is likely to be the headquarters for our government and President during
the war after the fall of Washington, D.C.
Jesus had said that the Russian armed forces would invade the East coast, at two points
North of New York City and three points South of New York City — and has since shown us that the
main Russian invasion will take place at Slaughter Beach in the Bay of Delaware by 13 2,4 27 troops.
A diversionary invasion force of some strength would land on the coast of Virginia. The other points
[with question marks] are unknown to us and we strongly suspect that they are designed to seize
airfields, as the Russians will make use of air power to bring in troops and equipment in the early

phase of the invasion and to support their drive inland.
The Chinese-Japanese invasions are widely dispersed, and due to Gods intervention, their
San Francisco beachhead will be wiped out. Yet later, they will re-take the city by land route from Los
Angeles. You will note that Chinese troops will land in Mexico and cross the U.S. border towards San
Diego.
You may draw a line in the Rocky Mountains, and in the Appalachian Mountain range [about
half way between Pittsburgh and Harrisburg, Pennsylvania] to indicate the general line the U.S. Army
will hold against the invaders in the winter of the year of the war…
While China and Japan will give us serious trouble — it will be Russia, who will be the
strongest enemy we face in the war and the only one capable of bringing the United States down
militarily.
While God is against us as a nation and a people, there is no hope of winning this war. The
only hope the nation has rests in repentance, a change of heart, and turning to Jesus Christ wholly.
Chicago Prophecies.
-------------------------------Advice — If you see U.S. armed forces appear to be entrenching themselves in or near your
town or city, pack up and leave. If possible, avoid remaining in battle zones. For civilians again, the
war will have two forms. (1) the fighting zones and (2) the by-passed zones. Fighting zones can be
described as the general line along which invading armies will advance, and the general line along
which the U.S. armed forces will resist them. Since fighting will no doubt be in tense, most surface
structures [homes, factories, etc.] will be either heavily damaged for totally destroyed anywhere with
in fifty miles of a fighting zone. By-passed zones are just that, areas beyond the fifty mile zone where
there is likely to be little or no fighting. It can be expected that invading army units will arrive even in
by-passed areas, both during and after the war.
Civilians, do not resist the invaders. Head for your basements, remain in a corner of the
basement until the troops go by. If there is house-to-house fighting, remain in your basement; and it
or when you hear troops enter your home, — begin to sing a good loud hymn, and don’t move.
Chicago Prophecies.
---------------------------------------------------------------------These are the fighting zones: Russians forces will split into two main army fronts past
Wilmington, Delaware. The main force will move from Philadelphia west to Harrisburg, Pennsylvania,
and from Pittsburgh to Cleveland, Ohio, and from Cleveland generally west… The second force will
move west from Pittsburgh to Columbus, Ohio, then to Indianapolis, Indiana, and then to St. Louis,
Missouri.
The Soviet forces moving south will advance from Philadelphia to Baltimore, Maryland; to
Washington, D.C.; to Richmond, Virginia; to Raleigh, North Carolina; to Columbia, South Carolina; to
Knoxville, Tennessee, and to Nashville, Tennessee. The second force will move from Greenville to
Atlanta, Georgia and to Montgomery, Alabama.
On the West coast, Chinese forces will advance from the beaches of the State of Washington
to Olympia, Washington, moving due south to Portland, Oregon, and from there to Pendleton,
Oregon and to Boise, Idaho. The Chinese – Japanese forces landing on the Baja California, Mexico,
area will move over the border to Los Angeles, California, and from there east to Phoenix, Arizona, to
Tucson, Arizona; to Las Cruces, New Mexico, to El Paso, Texas. The Chinese will send another force
from Los Angeles up the cast to San Francisco, and advance from there to Reno, Nevada; to
Winnemucca, Nevada — to Salt Lake City, Utah; to Rock Springs, Wyoming to Cheyenne, Wyoming,
to North Platte, Nebraska, to Grand Island, Nebraska. These are the main fighting zones. By
checking a Road Atlas, you can quickly see the main highways they will follow, and whether or not
your dwellings are in a fighting zone or a by-passed zone. Although there will be others, these are the
major lines along which most of the battles will take place. No nuclear weapons will fall in the areas
devastated by the Earthquake.

Chicago Prophecies.

There are several pictures that apply to the above texts posted on the A Call to Arms web
page.
------------------------Over the years since 1973, the Lord by His Holy Spirit has continued to give a deeper
understanding of this disaster of disasters. Today, we know that Chicago will be the center of an
Earthquake that will have an approximate destructive radius of 300 miles. We believe it will be the
worst Earthquake ever recorded in human history, second to none in destructiveness. The cities that
will be flattened by this Earthquake will be Chicago, Illinois; St. Paul, Minnesota; Milwaukee,
Wisconsin; St. Louis, Missouri; Louisville, Kentucky; Indianapolis, Indiana; Detroit, Michigan; Toledo,
Ohio; Cleveland, Ohio; Columbus, Ohio; Cincinnati, Ohio; and Kansas City, Missouri. Southern
Ontario and part of southwestern Q uebec, Canada, will be obliterated by the waters of the Great
Lakes as they "backwash" and just before they return as a wall over Chicago and other areas. The
Lord, by the Holy Spirit, revealed that the sound of the cracking of the ground or fault will be so fierce
that windows will be shattered in Des Moines, Iowa, some 316 miles from Chicago. When the
Earthquake hits, people will be knocked off their feet in Detroit and trees will fall out of the ground in
St. Louis, some 269 miles from Chicago --- literally, the whole continental mass will tremble.
Chicago Prophecies.

